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Abstract

The vascular contribution to gradient-echo BOLD fMRI

by

An Thanh Vu

Joint Doctor of Philosophy

with the University of California, San Francisco

in Bioengineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Jack L. Gallant, Chair

Gradient-echo blood oxygen level dependent functional magnetic resonance

imaging (BOLD fMRI) is one of the most powerful and widely used tools for studying

neural processing in the human brain. However, BOLD fMRI is limited to measuring

neural activity indirectly through blood oxygen concentration and is heavily biased

toward large draining veins. Although this large vein bias is often ignored when

interpreting results of BOLD fMRI experiments, it can lead to inaccurate estimates of the

strength, location, and cortical extent of underlying neural activity. In this dissertation,

novel methods utilizing the entire complex-valued BOLD signal are proposed. These

methods provide robust localization of large veins and quantification of large vein

contributions to studies using gradient-echo BOLD fMRI. 

The BOLD fMRI signal is complex-valued consisting of both magnitude and

phase components. Although most experiments using BOLD fMRI only analyze the
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magnitude component, the phase component exhibits BOLD activity exclusively from

large veins. Thus the phase component can either be used to enhance or suppress BOLD

activity from large veins. The work here demonstrates that by using the phase component

to enhance magnitude component BOLD activity, functional signal-to-noise ratio (fSNR)

is improved equivalent to collecting 115% more data. This improvement is expected to

increase at higher field strengths and spatial resolutions. By using the phase component to

suppress large vein contributions, it is found that current understanding of semantic

category representation may actually reflect vascular differences rather than neural

differences across cortex. By suppressing large vein contributions using the methods

proposed here, gradient-echo BOLD fMRI can more closely reflect underlying neural

activity.
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Chapter 1: Background

Since its advent almost two decades ago, blood oxygen level dependent functional

magnetic resonance imaging (BOLD fMRI) has advanced tremendously, becoming one

of the most powerful and widely used tools for studying neural processing in the human

brain. The work in this dissertation utilizes the complex-valued BOLD fMRI signal (both

phase and magnitude components) to investigate the large vein contributions to gradient-

echo BOLD fMRI. In order to best utilize the phase and magnitude components in this

investigation we must first understand the fundamentals of BOLD fMRI. To accomplish

this, the first section of this chapter reviews the fundamentals of magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) from the classical mechanics perspective (for treatment of MRI using

quantum mechanics refer to Slichter, 1996 and Levitt, 2001). In this section, the idea of

“k-space” and how it can encode a complex-valued object is developed. The second

section reviews the fundamentals of BOLD fMRI. In this section, the biophysical source

of the complex-valued BOLD signal as well as basic pulse sequences used for collecting

BOLD fMRI data are discussed. In the final section, current applications of complex-

valued MRI as well as areas for improvement are presented.

1.1 Fundamentals of Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetization vector   m  

MRI measures the net magnetization vector m at various spatial positions in a

scanned object. This measurement is possible for all nuclei with an odd number of

protons and/or neutrons (e.g. 1H,  23Na, and 31P) because these nuclei have a non-zero
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dipole magnetic moment µ. At thermal equilibrium, the magnetic moments are oriented

randomly yielding no net magnetization (Fig 1.1A). However in the presence of a static

magnetic field B0, the magnetic moments tend to align with the field yielding the net

magnetization vector m!!! (Fig 1.1B). In this way, the potential energy of the

magnetic moment E!"#$B0  is minimized (Fig 1.1C). The energy difference between

the lowest energy orientation (µ parallel to B0) and the highest energy orientation (µ

antiparallel to B0) is given by:

!E!h !
2!

B0 [1.1]

where h is Plank's constant, ! is the gyromagnetic ratio specific to the nuclei scanned and

B0 is the strength of the magnetic field (Nishimura, 1996). The larger this energy

difference is the more likely magnetic moments will align parallel to B0. This is captured

by the ratio of antiparallel (N-) to parallel (N+) magnetic moments given by the

Boltzmann distribution:

N -

N +
!e

!"E
kT ! 1!

"E
kT

[1.2]

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is temperature (Nishimura, 1996). The

approximation in Eq [1.2] is possible because at body temperature !E !kT  is close to

zero (on the order of 10-5). Following from Eqs [1.1-2]  the net number of magnetic

moments parallel to B0 is proportional to B0: 
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N +!N -!
h !

2" k T
B0 . [1.3]

Thus, the size of the net magnetization vector m is also proportional to the strength of the

applied magnetic field B0. 

Figure 1.1. Inducing magnetization vector m. A) Magnetic moments are oriented
randomly at thermal equilibrium. B) When a static magnetic field is applied, a net
magnetization vector m is induced. C) The lowest energy orientation of a magnetic
moment is parallel with B0.

RF Excitation

Theoretically, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) experiments could be done on

the induced magnetization vector m while it is parallel with B0. In practice however, the

amplitude of m is on the order of one millionth the amplitude of B0. Because of this, it is

impractical to do MRI experiments on variations of m while it is aligned with B0. The

solution to this problem is to tip m away from B0 into the transverse (xy) plane (Fig 1.2).

This is possible by applying another magnetic field, referred to as B1, in the transverse

plane. In general, the torque applied to the  magnetization vector m in the presence of a

magnetic field B can be expressed as:
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dm
dt

!m! "B . [1.4]

This torque causes m to precess around B1 such that it tips away from B0 at a rate of:

!" #B1 rad/s or f ! "
2!

B1 Hz [1.5]

where B1 is the strength of the applied B1. The amount of tipping " (also referred to as the

flip angle) is then:

! "!
0

t

!"#$ d ! "!
0

t

!B!"# d ! rad [1.6]

where t is the duration B1 is applied. Thus, the amount of magnetization detectable in the

transverse plane mxy is |m|sin(").  

The treatment of tipping m away from B0 is accurate so far except for one thing.

Once m is no longer parallel with B0, B0 also applies a torque on m. This torque causes m

to precess about B0 (z-axis) at the Larmor frequency (also referred to as the resonance

frequency):

!0! "B0 rad/s or f 0 !
"
2!
B0 Hz [1.7]

To account for this, B1 can be applied such that it also rotates at the Larmor frequency. In

this rotating frame of reference m does not precess about the z-axis and B1 is always

orthogonal to m. In figures we denote this rotating frame of reference using x' and y'. For

protons (H1) in water molecules at a field strength of 3 Tesla, f0 is roughly 128 MHz.

Thus, the applied rotating B1 field is often referred to as a radio frequency (RF) excitation
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or RF pulse. 

The constant amplitude RF pulse presented in Fig 1.2 is spatially non-selective

and excites the magnetic moments in the entire volume scanned. By introducing a

magnetic field gradient along the z-axis (Gz) , we can excite a single slice (Fig 1.3).  With

Gz, precession frequency varies linearly with position along the z-axis. Thus, a specific

slice can be excited with a sinc modulated RF pulse that excites a range of frequencies

corresponding to the desired positions along the z-axis. Thinner slices can be achieved by

increasing the strength of Gz (the slope of the field gradient) or by reducing the

frequency bandwidth of the RF pulse. 

Figure 1.2. Spatially non-selective excitation. Excitation in general is achieved by
applying a magnetic field B1 orthogonal to the main magnetic field. Spatially non-
selective excitation is achieved using a B1 of constant strength and brief duration. The flip
angle " is proportional to the time integral of B1.
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Figure 1.3. Slice selective excitation. Using Gz, precession frequency varies linearly
with position along the z-axis. In the presence of Gz, applying an RF pulse that has a
rectangular frequency profile excites a single slice. Increasing the strength of Gz or
reducing the bandwidth of the RF pulse results in thinner slices.     

Magnetization vector relaxation

Before RF excitation, the magnetization vector m lies entirely along the z-axis

and thus only has an mz component. At equilibrium, the amplitude of m and therefore mz

is denoted by m0. After RF excitation, mz reduces to m0 cos("). But because the main

magnetic field B0 is still present, mz will recover back to m0 at the rate of:

dmz
dt

!"
mz!m0
T1

[1.8]

The solution to Eq [1.8] is an exponential recovery:

m z!t ! " m0!"mz !0!"m0!e
!t !T1 [1.9]

where mz(0) represents mz right after excitation. Fig 1.4B shows the timecourse of mz

after m has been completely tipped into the transverse plane (" = 90o). This recovery is

often referred to as T1 relaxation, longitudinal relaxation or spin-lattice relaxation. The

relaxation constant T1 determines the rate at which mz returns to thermal equilibrium.
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The exact physical mechanisms behind T1 relaxation are quite complex and the interested

reader is referred to more in-depth treatments of the subject (Slichter, 1996; Levitt, 2001).

In practice, T1 is empirically determined for each tissue type and field strength of

interest.  At 3 Tesla, T1 values of protons in water molecules are typically around one

second. T1 values tend to be larger and thus recovery tends to be slower at higher field

strengths (Nishimura, 1996). 

Figure 1.4. Precession and relaxation in the presence of main magnetic field B0 pointing
along the z-axis. A) When tipped away from the z-axis, the magnetization vector m
precesses about the z-axis. B) After being tipped away, the magnetization along the z-axis
gradually returns to thermal equilibrium (T1 relaxation).  C) After being tipped, the
magnetization in the transverse plane (xy) is initially in phase. D) Due to local field
inhomogeneities, different magnetization moments precess at slightly different
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frequencies. This results in dephasing of the transverse magnetization over time. E) Due
to this dephasing the transverse magnetization gradually returns to thermal equilibrium
(T2* relaxation).

Tipping m away from B0 also introduces a magnetization component in the

transverse plane: mxy. After excitation mxy initially has a value of m0sin(")  but must also

eventually return to thermal equilibrium (mxy = 0). This form of relaxation can be

interpreted as a dephasing phenomenon. Initially after excitation, the magnetic moments

µ that make up the magnetization vector m are in phase pointing in the same direction as

they precess around the z-axis (Fig 1.4C). However, due to magnetic field

inhomogeneities within the excited volume, individual magnetic moments will precess at

slightly different frequencies. This effectively divides mxy into three components: one

precessing faster, one precessing slower, and one precessing exactly at #0 (Fig 1.4D).

Over time, these three components become increasingly out of phase resulting in mxy

decay. The rate of this decay is given by: 

dmxy
dt

!"
m xy

T2* [1.10]

The solution to Eq [1.10] is an exponential decay: 

m xy!t ! "m xy!0!e
!t !T2* [1.11]

where mxy(0) represents mxy right after excitation. This relaxation is referred to as T2*

relaxation, T2* decay or transverse relaxation. T2* is a tissue specific exponential time

constant related to both macroscopic and microscopic magnetic field inhomogeneities. At

3 Tesla, T2* values of protons in water molecules are typically on the order of tens of
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milliseconds. T2* values tend to be smaller and thus mxy decay tends to be faster at higher

field strengths (Koopmans et al., 2008).

Combining the effects of precession (Eq [1.4]), T1 relaxation (Eq [1.8]), and T2*

relaxation (Eq [1.10]) yields a complete description of the dynamics of the magnetization

vector m. This phenomenological description is known as the Bloch equation given by:

d m
dt

!m! "B!
"m z!m0! "z

T1
!
m x !x!m y !y
T2*

[1.12]

However, it should be noted that the exponential behavior of T1 and T2* are

approximations. Chapter two of this dissertation touches on one example where the

exponential approximation of T2* decay severely underestimates the benefit of optimal

scan parameters in MR venography. It should also be noted that for conservation of

energy T2* must be less than or equal to T1.

Figure 1.5. Encoding spatial position with precession frequency. A) Magnetic field as a
function of spatial position in the presence of B0 and a gradient field Gx. B) Precession
frequency as a function of spatial position in the presence of B0 and a gradient field Gx.  

k  -space representation  

In MRI, only differences in the mxy component of m can be detected. Assuming a
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slice has already been excited along the z-axis, the detected signal can be expressed as: 

s !t ! "!
x
!
y

mxy !x , y , t !e
!i!"x , y , t !dx dy [1.13]

where !"x , y , t ! is the phase of mxy in the transverse plane. In general the phase of mxy

can be expressed as:

!"x , y , t ! "!
0

t

!" x , y ,!" d ! " #!
0

t

B! x , y ,!" d ! [1.14]

Therefore, in the presence of the main magnetic field B0, the signal equation becomes:

s !t ! " e!i !0 t!
x
!
y

m xy!x , y ,t !dxdy [1.15]

which is often demodulated to the baseband signal: 

sd !t ! "!
x
!
y

m xy!x , y , t !dx dy . [1.16]

Although the magnetization varies as a function of space according to the biological

environment, the signal from Eq [1.16] does not preserve this spatial information. In

order to preserve spatial information and create an image using MRI, magnetic field

gradients are applied on top of the main magnetic field B0. In doing so, the frequency of

precession varies linearly as a function of space (Fig 1.5) and the baseband signal

equation becomes:

sd !t ! "!
x
!
y

m xy !x , y , t !e
!i2!"k x! t !x!k y !t ! y!dx dy [1.17]

where 
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k x !t ! "
#
2!!0

t

G x !"# d ! and k y !t ! "
#
2!!0

t

G y !"# d ! . [1.18]

Careful inspection of Eq [1.17] reveals that the baseband signal is actually Mxy, the 2D

Fourier transform of mxy: 

sd !t ! "M xy !k x !t ! , k y !t !! [1.19]

with kx and ky in units of spatial frequency, typically cycles/cm. Thus, each sample of

sd !t ! is a sample of mxy in Fourier space. 

Figure 1.6. Fourier relationship between k-space and image space. A) An example of a
full grid of k-space. B) The k-space data are inverse Fourier transformed to produce the
image space representation of the scanned object. The field of view of the object in image
space depends on how finely k-space is sampled. The resolution of the object in image
space depends on the extent of k-space covered. 

The 2D Fourier space in MRI is often called “k-space” where k denotes the spatial

frequency variable. From Eq [1.18], the position of k-space sampled depends on the

strength and duration of the applied gradients Gx and Gy. By manipulating Gx and Gy to

cover k-space, an image of the scanned object can be recovered using the inverse 2D
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Fourier transform (Fig 1.6). For physical intuition, Fig 1.7 depicts the collection of one k-

space line of an object with an mxy value of one everywhere in a 1cm x 1cm square. At

time point (1), immediately after RF excitation, the magnetization in the entire volume is

in phase. This corresponds to the center of k-space and the baseband signal at this point is

simply Eq [1.16]. At time point (2), midway through the negative lobe of Gx, the phase of

mxy along the x-axis has a spatial frequency of 0.5 cycles/cm. At time point (3), Gx is

turned off and the phase of mxy along the x-axis now has twice the spatial frequency it

had at time point (2) (1 cycle/cm). At time point (4), the Gy gradient, often referred to as

the phase encode gradient, has finished and the phase of mxy has a spatial frequency of

sqrt(2) cycles/cm along the x+y axis. At this point, circuitry is activated to record the

signal from the line of k-space (blue line). At time point (5), midway through positive

lobe of Gx, the initial effects of the negative Gx lobe are rewound and the phase of mxy is

left with a spatial frequency of 1 cycle/cm along the y-axis. This time point, also known

as the echo time (TE) is the time from excitation to the center of the k-space line. At time

point (6), Gx is turned off and the phase of mxy now has a spatial frequency of sqrt(2)

cycles/cm along the x-y axis. This is the same phase distribution as in time point (4) but

reflected about the y-axis. The excitation, k-space traversal procedure described here is

repeated until all the desired lines in k-space are collected. This method of sampling k-

space is often referred to as 2DFT sampling. 

From the above example, another way to view k-space becomes apparent. Each

point in k-space can be thought of as the dot product between vectorized versions of mxy

and a filter with specific spatial frequency and orientation. Points further away from the

12



center of k-space are dot products of higher spatial frequency filters with mxy. Using the

Nyquist sampling criterion, the spatial resolution in image space is determined by the k-

space points sampled farthest from the center (Fig 1.6): 

! x!
1

2 k x , max
and ! y! 1

2k y ,max
. [1.20]

Therefore to increase the spatial resolution in image space, !
2!!0

t

G !"# d ! (Eq [1.18])

must also increase. In other words, spatial resolution is proportional to the area under the

gradient timecourse curve (Fig 1.7A). Reciprocally, the maximum alias-free extent in

image space or field of view (FOV) is proportional to the resolution at which k-space is

sampled:

FOV x! 2 xmax !
1

!k x
and FOV y ! 2 ymax !

1
!k y

. [1.21]

In practice, the resolution along the kx-axis of k-space is only limited by the sampling rate

of the ADC so FOVx can be cropped arbitrarily without aliasing. However, the ky-axis is

sampled discretely (Fig 1.6A). In order to increase FOVy while maintaining the same

spatial resolution along the y-axis, the number of k-space lines collected must increase

while the spacing between the lines must proportionately decrease. In practice, the FOV

is set to be as large or larger than the object scanned to avoid aliasing. However,

repeating the excitation k-space traversal procedure to scan the human brain at a

reasonable resolution can take on the order of minutes. Part of the next section discusses

another method of collecting k-space that reduces the scan time to just seconds. 
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So far it has been assumed that changes in the phase of mxy are only due to the

gradients Gx and Gy that we intentionally turn on. With this assumption, we expect the

inverse Fourier transform of the collected k-space data to yield a real valued image of mxy

(Eqs [1.17, 19]). However, in practice unintentional magnetic field inhomogeneities will

arise due to imperfect shimming or differences in magnetic susceptibility across tissue

boundaries. These field inhomogeneities add an additional field term to Eq [1.14] and the

baseband signal of Eq [1.17] becomes:

sd !t ! "!
x
!
y
!mxy!x , y , t !!e

!i!xy !x , y , t!e!i2!"k x! t !x!k y !t ! y!dx dy    [1.22]

where !xy! x , y , t ! is the phase of mxy due to field inhomogeneities other than those

caused by Gx and Gy. This baseband signal is still the 2D Fourier transform of mxy but

now mxy is complex-valued with phase "xy! x , y , t ! . For convenience, mxy is often

decomposed into real and imaginary components or expressed as a phasor:

m xy! m x!i m y!!m xy!e
!i!xy [1.23]

Thus, in general, MRI images are complex-valued with magnitude !mxy! x , y , t !! and

phase !xy! x , y , t ! components. Because field inhomogeneities from tissue

susceptibility differences are tissue specific, the phase component of MRI images also

contain tissue specific contrast (Ogg et al., 1999; Reichenbach et al., 2000; Hammond et

al., 2008). The biophysical source of these spatial and temporal phase differences as well

as their application is discussed in the remainder of this chapter. 
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Figure 1.7. 2DFT coverage of k-space. A) Timecourse of x and y-gradients. B) Resulting
k-space trajectory. To cover a grid of k-space, the gradient timecourses in (A) are repeated
with the phase encode gradient Gy incrementally increased. C) Magnetization phase
distribution corresponding to the six labeled time points. 1) Immediately after excitation
all spins are in phase. 2) Midway through the negative lobe of Gx. 3) Just after Gx is
turned off. 4) Just after the positive lobe of Gy is finished. After this time point, the
detection circuitry is activated to acquire the k-space line (blue line in (B)). 5) Midway
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through the positive lobe of Gx.  6) Just after the positive lobe of Gx is turned off.

1.2 BOLD Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging

The previous section discussed how complex-valued mxy is represented in k-space

and converted back to image space. In practice the recovered mxy is of a finite spatial

resolution and is divided into discrete volumes referred to as voxels. The signal from a

given voxel can be expressed as:

svoxel !t ! " #
$ x
!
" y
!
" z
!mxy !x , y , z , t !!e

!i!xy ! x , y , z , t !dx dy dz [1.24]

where $x,  $y and $z are the dimensions of the voxel. This section discusses the

biophysical source of BOLD phase and magnitude changes in a given voxel. Common

pulse sequences used to measure the BOLD signal are also discussed.

Due to field inhomogeneities within a voxel, the phase of magnetic moments that

make up mxy become increasingly out of phase. This dephasing results in T2* decay of

the magnitude component of the voxel signal (Figs 1.4C-E). BOLD fMRI using the

magnitude component of the voxel signal is possible because the strength of the

inhomogeneities and thus the rate of T2* decay is different during baseline and activation

states of neural activity. Fig 1.8 demonstrates the biophysical changes that occur during

the activation state. At the baseline state, the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin in

capillaries, venules, and veins is relatively high. During activation, the rate of oxygen

metabolism increases and this signals the underlying blood vessels to expand (Fox and

Raichle, 1986). This increases the flow of fully oxygenated blood into the capillary bed

and results in a net reduction in deoxyhemoglobin concentration (Fox and Raichle, 1986;
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Ogawa and Lee, 1990). Because the magnetic susceptibility of deoxyhemoglobin rich

blood is different from surrounding tissue, in the presence of the main magnetic field B0,

field inhomogeneities arise (Ogawa and Lee, 1990; Ogawa et al., 1993). These

inhomogeneities are often referred to as susceptibility gradients and are responsible for

changes in the phase term in Eq [1.24] as well as the T2* decay in voxels containing

capillaries, venules, and veins. The reduction in concentration of deoxyhemoglobin

during the activation state reduces the strength of the susceptibility gradients which also

results in slower T2* decay. Together, these changes yield larger magnitude signals

during activation than baseline states in BOLD fMRI.

An example of this reduction in T2* decay for venous blood at 4 Tesla is shown in

Fig 1.9.  Voxel signal as a function of time after RF excitation is plotted for T2* values of

24ms (blue) and 41ms (green). These T2* values are typical for baseline and activation

states of venous blood at 4T, respectively (Jezzard et al., 1996; Li et al., 1998). The signal

difference between these two states, often referred to as T2* contrast, also varies as a

function of time (red) and can be expressed as: 

sa!b!t ! " mxy !0!e
!t !T2 a

*

!mxy !0 !e
!t !T2 b

*

[1.25]

where mxy(0) is the voxel signal immediately after RF excitation. T2*a and T2*b are the

venous blood activation and baseline T2* values, respectively. Setting to zero the

derivative of Eq [1.25] with respect to t and solving reveals that the peak signal

difference between the two states occurs at a time between the two T2* values: 
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t ! TEopt ! ln !T2b*T2a
* !! 1T2a*! 1

T2b
* !

!1

. [1.26]

This time is referred to as the optimal echo time (TEopt). This optimal time is denoted by

the vertical black line in Fig 1.9. 

Figure 1.8. Biophysical source of venous susceptibility gradients. The first row shows
the biophysical changes from baseline to activation states. The second row shows the
susceptibility gradient distribution in the cross section of a vein during baseline and
activation states. A) At baseline, the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin in the capillary
bed, venules, and veins is relatively high. Because the strength of the susceptibility
gradients is proportional to the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin, the susceptibility
gradients during baseline are relatively strong. B) During activation, the vasculature
expands increasing the flow of oxygenated blood into the capillary bed, venules and
veins. This yields a net decrease in deoxyhemoglobin concentration which reduces the
susceptibility gradients around veins. Thus, during activation the amount of dephasing is
decreased (T2*a >T2*b). 
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Figure 1.9. T2* contrast as a function of echo time. T2* decay is plotted for a tissue with
a T2* of 24ms (blue) and for a tissue with a T2* of 41ms (green). These T2* values are
typical of venous blood at baseline and activation states, respectively. The difference
between these curves (red) shows that optimal T2* BOLD contrast is obtained at a echo
time (TE) between the two T2* values. This optimal echo time is denoted by the vertical
black line. In general, the optimal contrast is obtained when TE = ln(T2*a /T2*b)(1/T2*a –
1/T2*b)-1,  where T2*a and T2*b are the venous blood activation and baseline T2* values,
respectively.  

For field inhomogeneities much larger than the voxel size, a net phase change

rather than dephasing of the magnitude signal can result. Under these conditions the field

inhomogeneities are roughly constant across the voxel and the voxel signal in Eq [1.24]

becomes:

svoxel !t ! " e
!i!xy ! t !"

# x
!
" y
!
" z
!mxy! x , y , z , t !!dx dy dz [1.27]

In this case, changes in susceptibility gradient strength only change the phase of the voxel
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signal. The magnitude of the voxel signal remains constant. In order to understand the

conditions that result in BOLD phase changes, the factors that affect the size and strength

of susceptibility gradient distributions around veins must be established. 

Modeling a vein as an infinitely long cylinder filled with blood, the intra and

extravascular susceptibility gradients, $Bintra and $Bextra can be expressed as: 

!Bintra ! 2!"do!1!Y !Hct B0!cos
2!"1!3! [1.28]

!Bextra ! 2!"do!1!Y !Hct B0sin
2!! ar !

2

cos2 ! [1.29]

where %do = 0.18*10-6 is the susceptibility difference between deoxygenated and

oxygenated blood (Ogawa and Lee, 1990; Weisskoff and Kiihne, 1992), ! is the angle

between the blood vessel and B0, Y is the fractional oxygen saturation of the blood, Hct is

the fractional volume of red blood cells, a is the radius of the vessel, r is distance away

from the center of the vessel in the vessel cross section and ! is the angle away from B0

in the cross section (Ogawa et al., 1993). A diagram of these angles and radii are depicted

in Fig 1.10A. From Eqs [1.28-29] a few interesting points can be made. First, the strength

of these susceptibility gradients is linearly proportional to (1-Y) which can be interpreted

as the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin. This explains why activation state T2* is

greater than baseline state T2*. Second, the strength of the susceptibility gradients are

linearly proportional to the field strength B0. This combines with the linear relationship

between m and B0 (Eq [1.3]) such that the BOLD contrast-to-noise ratio scales

quadratically with field strength. Third, the strength of the extravascular susceptibility

gradients are quadratically proportional to vessel radius. This is one reason why BOLD
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fMRI experiments are biased toward large veins (Lai et al., 1993; Haacke et al., 1994;

Kim et al., 1996; Jochimsen et al., 2004). Using typical physiological parameters (Hct =

0.4, Y = 0.56, B0 = 4 Tesla and a = 1 mm) the cross section of these susceptibility

gradients in units of Hz is plotted in the first row of Fig 1.10B for various values of ! .

Note that when ! (the angle between the vessel and B0) is ~54o, the intravascular

susceptibility gradient is zero. This angle is known as the magic angle (Reichenbach et

al., 2000).

Using Eq [1.14] the phase value in and around the vessel can be expressed as: 

!"TE ! "#!
0

TE

!" d !"#$!
0

TE

!B d !"#$%BTE . [1.30]

This distribution of phase is plotted in the second row of Fig 1.10B for TE = TE-pi, the TE

where the intravascular phase is -& radians for B0 parallel vessels. TE values greater than

this yield intravascular phase wrapping in B0 parallel vessels, so in practice longer TEs

are avoided.

Across the cross section of a vein, phase varies widely in strength and sign.

However within specific regions, phase is relatively constant. For example, the entire

intravascular region has the same phase value. Regions adjacent to a vein have fairly flat

phase distributions as well. Therefore, for large veins relative to the size of voxels, it is

possible to have net BOLD phase changes. Specifically, voxels sampling mainly

intravascular regions or extravascular regions adjacent to large veins will follow Eq

[1.27]. These voxels will have BOLD phase changes but little BOLD magnitude changes.

On the other hand, voxels encompassing smaller veins will tend to sample both positive
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and negative phase changes shown in Fig 10B. These voxels will experience BOLD

magnitude changes. However, because the extravascular phase changes are symmetric

about zero these voxels encompassing smaller veins will have little to no net BOLD

phase changes. 

These insights on the effect of voxel size and position relative to a vein have very

important implications for fMRI. For a BOLD fMRI experiment of a given spatial

resolution, BOLD phase changes primarily reflect signal from veins roughly the size of a

voxel or larger. We refer to veins in this size range as “large veins”. Given the smaller

volume of intravascular regions relative that of extravascular regions, most BOLD phase

changes will come primarily from voxels adjacent to large veins. BOLD magnitude

changes on the other hand tend to reflect signals from capillaries, venules and veins of all

sizes but not from regions adjacent to large veins. Together, these conclusions imply that

phase BOLD changes coming from large veins will often be spatially offset from

magnitude BOLD changes. This novel insight is key to the success of chapters three and

four of this dissertation. 
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Figure 1.10. Venous susceptibility distribution. A) Vein diagram of radius vectors and
angles used in Eqs [1.28-29]. B) Susceptibility distribution in the cross section of a vein
as a function of vessel orientation with respect to B0. First row shows susceptibility
gradients as frequency shifts relative to f0. Second row shows the phase accrual at TE =
TE-pi. TE-pi is the TE required for the venous blood in veins parallel to B0 to accrue -&
radians of phase. TEs longer than this will result in phase wrapping.    
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Figure 1.11. 2DFT gradient-echo and spin-echo sequences. B1 and gradient timecourses
are shown for one line in k-space. To cover a grid in k-space, each sequence is repeated
with Gy incrementally reduced. A) The gradient-echo sequence only refocuses the phase
shifts caused by the readout gradient Gx. Field inhomogeneities dephase the signal such
that the echo is reduced by a factor of exp(-TE/T2*). This reduction is referred to as T2*
weighting. B) The spin-echo sequence refocuses both phase shifts caused by Gx as well
as those caused by other static, large scale field inhomogeneities. Thus, the signal at the
echo is only reduced by a factor of exp(-TE/T2). This reduction is referred to as T2
weighting.  
     

BOLD fMRI pulse sequences

The method of collecting k-space using RF excitation followed by a series of

pulsed gradients is referred to as a pulse sequence. The methods presented thus far are all

a type of gradient-echo pulse sequence. After RF excitation, a negative lobe of Gx is used

to travel in the -kx direction which is always followed by a positive lobe of Gx which

travels in the +kx direction back to the center of the k-space line and beyond. The signal

collected at the center of the k-space line is the gradient-echo which by definition occurs

at the echo time (TE, Fig 1.11A). Although the positive lobe of Gx refocuses the
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dephasing caused by the earlier negative lobe, nothing is done to refocus dephasing

caused by other magnetic field inhomogeneities. As previously mentioned, this results in

T2* decay of the baseband signal that is especially sensitive to large veins. These large

veins receive drainage from large regions of cortex up to tens of millimeters away

(Turner, 2002). This is a problem for BOLD fMRI studies on neural representation at the

sub millimeter level as well as those requiring high fidelity information on position of

neural activity in the brain. For these studies the ideal pulse sequence is one that records

BOLD activity exclusively from the microvasculature (capillaries and venules).

A solution to this problem is the spin-echo pulse sequence (Bandettini et al., 1994;

Boxerman et al., 1995; Fig 1.11B). In addition to refocusing dephasing caused by Gx, the

spin-echo pulse sequence also refocuses dephasing due to static field inhomogeneities.

The mechanism of this refocusing is presented in Fig 1.12. The first half of the sequence

is identical to the gradient-echo pulse sequence. RF excitation results in mxy

magnetization and field inhomogeneities result in dephasing of mxy. However, the second

half is different. ' seconds midway between the RF excitation and the recorded echo is a

180o RF pulse (Fig 1.11B). This results in mirroring of the magnetization vectors across

the x-axis such that after another ' seconds all the magnetization vectors are back in

phase. The only other sequence difference between gradient-echo and spin-echo is that

the positive lobe Gx of the gradient-echo sequence is flipped to be a negative. This is

because the 180o RF pulse also rotates the position in k-space by 180o.

For the spin-echo pulse sequence to successfully refocus magnetization, the field

inhomogeneity must be static. In other words, the rate of dephasing is assumed to be
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constant over time. For magnetization moments that experience different magnetic fields

over time, complete refocusing is not possible. This dynamic dephasing (which is much

slower than T2* dephasing) is referred to as T2 relaxation or spin-spin relaxation (Fig

1.11B). Water molecules diffusing in and around the susceptibility gradients of vessels

less than 20 µm in diameter will experience different field strengths (Bandettini and

Wong, 1995). Thus, the spin-echo sequence preserves BOLD contrast from capillaries

and smaller venules and discards BOLD contrast from larger veins. To compensate for

the loss of BOLD contrast, studies using spin-echo BOLD fMRI are often done at higher

field strengths (e.g. 7 Tesla). A few studies have successfully used spin-echo to study

neural representation at the sub-millimeter level (Yacoub et al., 2007; Yacoub et al.,

2008). However, most studies cannot afford the loss in contrast. As a result, the large

majority of BOLD fMRI studies are done using the gradient-echo pulse sequence at the

risk of bias toward large veins.  

Echo planar   k  -space trajectory  

As previously mentioned, the 2DFT k-space trajectory involves one excitation per

line of k-space collected. This results in whole brain scans which can take on the order of

minutes to complete. For BOLD fMRI experiments, ideal repetition time (TR) between

whole brain scans is on the order of a second if not less (Dale, 1999). To facilitate faster

scans, the use of echo planar imaging (EPI) was proposed (Ordidge et al., 1981). An

example of the echo planar k-space trajectory is shown in Fig 1.13. After just one slice

selective RF excitation, Gx and Gy trace out an entire grid of k-space. This allows for
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collection of whole brain images in two to three seconds. However this is at the cost of

increased accumulation of phase errors due to imperfections in B0, Gz, Gy, and subject

movement. These phase errors result in increased geometric distortions and ghosting

(Jezzard and Balaban, 1995; Hu and Tuong, 1996; Schmithorst et al., 2001). In spite of

these artifacts, gradient-echo EPI is currently the most commonly used pulse sequence

for BOLD fMRI experiments.

Figure 1.12. Refocusing transverse magnetization with the spin-echo pulse sequence.
After the 90o tip, the magnetization in the transverse plane is initially in phase. Due to
field inhomogeneities, different magnetic moments accrue different amounts of phase
after ' seconds. By tipping the transverse magnetization 180o about the x-axis, the
dephasing is refocused after another ' seconds. This refocusing of transverse
magnetization is referred to as the spin-echo. 
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Figure 1.13. Echo planar trajectory.  A) Readout Gx and phase encode Gy gradient
timecourses. B) Corresponding k-space trajectory. The echo planar trajectory collects an
entire grid of k-space after one excitation. Such single shot k-space trajectories are the
fastest methods for collecting k-space. 

1.3 Complex-valued Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Figure 1.14. Axial slice of a complex-valued MRI volume. A) Magnitude component. B)
Phase component. Due to field inhomogeneities, the phase component exhibits numerous
phase discontinuities (wraps) between -& and &. 

Spatial phase unwrapping
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As mentioned earlier, images obtained using MRI are generally complex-valued

(Fig 1.14, Eq [1.23]). In practice large scale field inhomogeneities due to bone-air-tissue

boundaries (e.g. near the fontal sinuses and ear canals) give rise to phase variations that

dominate phase images. These field inhomogeneities introduce phase wraps

(discontinuities from -& to &) across the brain that obscure underlying phase tissue

contrast (Fig 1.14B). In complex-valued BOLD fMRI this problem is particularly serious

because these field inhomogeneities and thus phase signals vary with subject motion.

Depending on the type of subject motion, additional temporal noise or artifactual task-

related phase changes across the brain can be introduced (Pfeuffer et al., 2002; van

Gelderen et al., 2007).

Figure 1.15. Spatial phase unwrapping using PRELUDE followed by homodyne
filtering. First row shows a cartoon 1D example of the PRELUDE algorithm. Second row
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shows the effect of PRELUDE on an axial slice of actual MRI data.  A) The raw phase
image exhibits desired tissue contrast as well as undesired spatial discontinuities between
-& and & (phase wraps). Because these discontinuities are caused by smooth large scale
susceptibility gradients, the spatial phase can be unambiguously unwrapped by adding
-2& or 2& to a given region of continuous phase. B) The unwrapped phase preserves the
desired tissue contrast although the range of unwrapped phase dominates the contrast in
the phase image. C) Homodyne filtering is applied to remove the phase contrast due to
the smooth large scale susceptibility gradients. Only the desired higher spatial frequency
tissue contrast remains. 

In studies using phase to enhance spatial tissue contrast (a technique referred to as

susceptibility weighted imaging or SWI), removal of large scale non-tissue specific phase

accrual is crucial. One of the most popular methods for removing these phase wraps is

called: Phase Region Expanding Labeler for Unwrapping Discrete Estimates or

PRELUDE (Jenkinson, 2003). Fig 1.15 illustrates the mechanism behind the PRELUDE

algorithm. As implied by its full name, PRELUDE first labels regions of continuous

phase. This is demonstrated in the first row of Fig 1.15 with the red, green and blue

regions. PRELUDE then takes advantage of the smooth large scale nature of the

susceptibility gradients responsible for the phase wraps. Because the gradients are smooth

the phase can be unambiguously unwrapped by adding -2& or 2& to adjacent phase

regions. The sign of the 2& term is determined by the slope of the phase changes near the

boundary between the two regions. Fig 1.15B shows that unwrapping the phase in this

way preserves the local phase tissue contrast although the unwrapped phase values are

still dominated by unwanted large scale susceptibility gradients.

To remove the effects of the large scale susceptibility gradients, homodyne

filtering is performed on the unwrapped phase images (Noll et al., 1991; Reichenbach et

al., 2000). Fig 1.16 demonstrates this processes for an axial slice of the brain. First, the
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entire complex-valued image is lowpass filtered and the phase component of this image is

extracted (Fig 1.16B). This phase image only contains the effects of the large scale

susceptibility gradients and is subtracted from the original phase image using complex

division. The remaining phase image after the subtraction is the desired phase image.

This image reflects only phase contrast from the fine scaled tissue susceptibility

differences of interest (Fig 1.16C).

Unfortunately for BOLD fMRI studies, unwrapping phase using PRELUDE is

prohibitively time consuming. Because PRELUDE is a region expanding algorithm, it

can take several hours to unwrap a single phase volume. Given that BOLD fMRI data

sets can consist of thousands of volumes, it would take months even with multiple

computers to unwrap all phase volumes. Fortunately, homodyne filtering by itself can be

used to unwrap a single phase volume in just a few seconds. Fig 1.16 shows the effect of

homodyne filtering with and without PRELUDE (for a more in-depth comparison see

Hammond et al., 2008). Homodyne filtering alone does remove most of the phase

contrast from large scale susceptibility gradients while preserving the fine scale phase

tissue contrast. However, it often fails to remove phase wraps due to stronger

susceptibility gradients in the frontal and temporal lobes. To minimize these residual

phase wraps, the size of the lowpass filter can be increased and more time can be spent on

improving shim quality. The BOLD fMRI work in this dissertation uses only the

homodyne filter algorithm to facilitate timely phase unwrapping of functional phase

volumes. However, for unwrapping the phase of venograms, the PRELUDE – homodyne

filter approach is used.      
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Figure 1.16. Homodyne filter algorithm for phase unwrapping. First row shows
homodyne filtering applied on the raw phase image (without PRELUDE). Second row
shows homodyne filtering applied after the PRELUDE algorithm. A) Phase image input
to the homodyne filter. B) The first step of the homodyne filter is to extract the phase
image of a lowpass filtered version of the original complex-valued image. This lowpass
phase image captures the phase contrast due to large scale susceptibility gradients. C) By
taking the difference between the phase images in (A) and (B), the phase contrast from
large scale susceptibility gradients are removed. The homodyne filter algorithm alone can
remove most of the phase contrast from large scale susceptibility gradients. However, it
fails to remove phase wraps due to stronger susceptibility gradients in frontal and
temporal cortex. Using PRELUDE helps remove the effect of these stronger gradients.  

Susceptibility weighted venography

This dissertation focuses on the large vein contribution to the BOLD signal. An

important step in this investigation is to non-invasively measure where cortical veins are

with respect to BOLD activity. To do this, we utilize one method of susceptibility

weighted imaging: susceptibility weighted venography (SWV).  This technique uses the

phase changes due to susceptibility gradients from veins to enhance the T2* contrast

between veins and gray matter found in magnitude images (Reichenbach et al., 2000).
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Because the T2* of venous blood is much smaller than the T2* of gray matter, veins will

appear much darker than gray matter in MRI images with reasonably long TEs

(Reichenbach et al., 1998). Of course in order to use the phase images, they must first be

unwrapped using the techniques described above. In addition to this, phase values which

range from -& to & must be transformed to magnitude weightings ranging from zero to

one. This way, vein–gray matter magnitude contrast is enhanced by element-wise

multiplication of a magnitude image with its corresponding magnitude weightings. Thus,

phase values indicative of a vein should have a weight close to zero to enhance the

darkness of veins while phase values indicative of gray matter should have a weight close

to one. 

To determine the appropriate phase transformation, previous susceptibility

weighted venography (SWV) studies realized that the extravascular region of veins had a

net phase value of zero. Therefore, these studies based their phase transformations on

intravascular phase values and two key facts. First, the phase of tissue outside of veins

(e.g. gray matter) is by definition zero. Second, the absolute value of intravascular phase

is proportional to deoxyhemoglobin concentration (Eq [1.28]). Given these two facts, all

previously published phase transformations generally give phase values near zero a

weight of one, and monotonically reduce the weight to zero for larger absolute phase

values in the range of -& to & (Reichenbach et al., 2000; Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001;

Brainovich et al., 2008). However, in order for these phase transformations to weight

veins appropriately, intravascular phase must not wrap (exceed -& or &). Given that veins

parallel to B0 have the largest absolute phase values of all possible orientations (Eq
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[1.28]) , SWV studies set TE ( TE-pi. This limits the intravascular phase of B0 parallel

veins to -& and prevents intravascular phase values from vessels of all orientations from

wrapping.  

The SWV methods just discussed have been shown to provide robust, high

contrast-to-noise images of veins (Reichenbach et al., 2000; Reichenbach and Haacke,

2001; Brainovich et al., 2008). However, two limitations stand out. First, TE-pi is

generally less than TEopt, the TE for optimal magnitude T2* contrast between venous

blood and gray matter. Thus, current SWV methods prevent intravascular phase wrapping

at the cost of magnitude contrast. Second, even when TE is less than TE-pi phase

wrapping can still occur. If the volume fraction of red blood cells (Hct) or the

concentration of deoxyhemoglobin (1-Y) is underestimated, intravascular phase values

may still wrap (Eq [1.28]). Also, depending on voxel size and position, extravascular

phase sampled by a voxel will generally not sum to zero. This may also lead to phase

wrapping (Eq [1.29]). In the presence of phase wrapping, phase transformations used in

current SWV methods will lead to incorrect weighting of veins. Chapter two of this

dissertation goes into more depth comparing prior phase transformations and resolves

these two limitations of previous SWV methods by using a novel phase transformation

robust to phase wrapping. We refer to this phase transformation as the tri-segment phase

transformation.  

Complex-valued BOLD fMRI

As mentioned earlier, BOLD fMRI data are originally complex-valued with both
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magnitude and phase components able to exhibit BOLD signal changes. However most

BOLD fMRI studies analyze only the magnitude component and ignore the phase

component (Bandettini et al., 1993; Cox et al., 1995). Because the source of BOLD phase

changes are large draining veins, it has been argued that including the phase component

would bias BOLD activity away from sites of neural activity and decrease overall

information available in the BOLD signal  (Menon, 2002; Duong et al., 2003;

Hulvershorn et al., 2004; Nencka and Rowe, 2007). It has also been assumed that phase

does not exhibit BOLD signal changes and that it is merely a source of noise (Rowe and

Logan, 2004).

More recently however, some studies have considered using both the magnitude

and phase components for measuring BOLD signal changes with increased statistical

power (Rowe, 2005; Lee et al., 2007). These studies fit stimulus parameters for the

magnitude and phase components separately for each voxel and calculate BOLD

activation from these parameters using multivariate versions of the F-statistic. These

studies show increased sensitivity to BOLD activation from larger regions of cortex

relative to standard magnitude measures of BOLD activity. However, three limitations

stand out. First, although these studies doubled the amount of data by including the phase

component of the BOLD signal, they also doubled the number of parameters that need to

be fit. This doubling of parameters is unnecessary given that the source of the BOLD

phase and magnitude changes tend to be the same (large veins). Doubling the number of

parameters in this case results in suboptimal statistical power (Glantz, 2005). Second, the

use of F-statistics to evaluate activation removes the sign of the BOLD response. From
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the point of view of these studies, this is a necessary cost to incorporate the phase

component, the sign of which depends on many unmeasured factors (Eqs [1.28-29]).

However, for many studies this ambiguity is unacceptable. Third, as mentioned

previously, BOLD phase changes will often be spatially offset from BOLD magnitude

changes around large veins. Thus, the expanded regions of BOLD activity detected by

these complex-valued fMRI methods may actually reflect increased bias toward large

veins. Chapter three of this dissertation goes into more depth quantifying these

limitations and resolves them using a novel method for combining the magnitude and

phase components of the BOLD signal. We refer to this method as source-localized phase

adjacent magnitude combination fMRI (spamfMRI).

Quantification of venous contributions to semantic category areas

Numerous studies have shown that gradient-echo BOLD fMRI is heavily biased

toward contributions from large draining veins (Lai et al., 1993; Haacke et al., 1994; Kim

et al., 1996; Jochimsen et al., 2004). However, the impact of this large vein bias in the

localization and measurement of semantic category areas has not been examined. To

address this issue, chapter four of this dissertation compares standard magnitude

measures of BOLD activity to large vein suppressed measures of BOLD activity in face

and place selective regions of the human brain (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Epstein et al.,

1998). In practice, the contribution of large veins to the BOLD signal is difficult to

quantify. Given the large vein suppression effects of spin-echo, a comparison between the

BOLD activity from spin-echo and gradient-echo pulse sequences might sound
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reasonable. However, given that the BOLD contrast mechanisms of spin-echo and

gradient-echo are different (T2 vs T2*), BOLD activity from the two sequences are not

directly comparable. Because the intravascular contributions reflect only a small portion

of the BOLD signal, other attempts to quantify venous contributions using diffusion and

flow suppression of blood signals are also inconclusive (Gao et al., 1996; Kim et al.,

1996; Duong et al., 2003). 

More recent studies have developed methods for suppressing the large vein

contribution to BOLD activity using standard gradient-echo pulse sequences (Menon,

2002; Nencka and Rowe, 2007). Realizing that BOLD phase changes come exclusively

from large veins, these large vein suppression techniques penalize BOLD magnitude

changes based on the amount of BOLD phase changes in a given voxel. These techniques

are attractive because they do not require pulse sequence modification and suppress both

intra and extravascular BOLD signals. Thus, they can be used to quantify large vein

contributions to gradient-echo BOLD fMRI. However, these techniques are not without

limitations. Nencka and Rowe (2007) cautioned against the use of these large vein

suppression techniques given their tendency to over or under-correct for large vein

contributions. Furthermore, these large vein suppression techniques assume that voxels

containing large veins will exhibit strong BOLD phase changes. This assumption begins

to breakdown for large veins roughly the size of the voxels, as well as for veins near the

magic angle (Reichenbach et al., 2000). Chapter four of this dissertation discusses and

quantifies these limitations in detail and resolves them using a novel method for large

vein suppression. We refer to this method as source-localized phase regressor (sPR).
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Chapter 2: Long echo time tri-segment phase transformation

in magnetic resonance venography

The majority of brain activity detected in studies using blood oxygen level

dependent (BOLD) fMRI comes from large draining veins. Thus, localization of large

veins is important for interpretation of fMRI data. In this chapter, we review recent

advances in a non-invasive MRI technique for localizing veins: susceptibility weighted

venography (SWV). We propose a version of SWV that eliminates vulnerability to phase

wrapping while allowing for increased vein-gray matter contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR).

We also discuss the importance of extravascular frequency shifts in determining the echo

time (TE) that will produce maximum vein-gray matter contrast. 

2.1 Background

The most basic MR venogram is a gradient-echo T2* weighted venogram in

which veins appear darker than the surrounding gray matter (Reichenbach et al., 1998).

This tissue contrast comes from venous blood whose T2* is shorter than that of gray

matter at standard clinical field strengths (Table 2.1). Thus the magnitude of the venous

signal decays more rapidly than that of gray matter. Fig 2.1 demonstrates typical signal

decay of venous blood (blue) and gray matter (green) as a function of TE.  Their

difference is plotted in red. The vertical solid black line depicts TEopt, the TE that yields

optimal magnitude contrast between venous blood and gray matter given the T2* of

venous blood and gray matter at 3T.
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T2* (ms) 1.5T 3T 4T 7T
Venous blood 56b 35f 24c 13c

Gray matter 65d 49d,e 41a,c 25c

TE (ms) 1.5T 3T 4T 7T
Optimal CNR : TEopt 60 41 31 18
!iv = -& : TE-pi 56 28 21 12 
!iv = -4&/3 : TE-4pi/3 71 35 26 15

CNR relative to CNR at TEopt 1.5T 3T 4T 7T
CNR at TE-pi 99.8% 93.7% 93.6% 93.7%
CNR at TE-4pi/3 98.8% 98.7% 98.6% 98.7%
CNR gain -1.0% +5.3% +5.3% +5.3%

a. Jezzard et al., 1996  b. Debiao Li et al., 1998  c. Yacoub et al., 2001
d. Kruger et al., 2001  e. Wansapura, 1999   f. interpolated 

Table 2.1  Contrast properties of venous blood and gray matter. Top: Reported T2*
values for venous blood and gray matter. Middle: Echo times: TEopt, TE-pi and TE-4pi/3.
TEopt is the echo time for optimal CNR between venous blood and gray matter. TE-pi and
TE-4pi/3 are the echo times for -& and -4&/3 intravascular phase accrual for veins parallel to
B0, respectively (see Eq [A.1.1] in Appendix). Bottom: Vein-gray matter contrast at TE-pi

and TE-4pi/3 relative to CNR at TEopt. CNR gain was calculated as the ratio of relative CNR
at TE-4pi/3 to relative CNR at TE-pi. Using reported T2* values, TE-4pi/3 offers an estimated
~5% gain in vein-gray matter magnitude CNR over that of the conventional TE-pi at field
strengths greater than 1.5 T. Relative CNR = diff !TEused!"diff !TEopt!"100 % , where
diff !TE! " e!TE !T2 a

*

!e!TE !T2b
*

.
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Figure 2.1. T2* contrast as a function of TE. Signal decay curves with T2* = 35ms for
venous blood (blue) and T2* = 49ms for gray matter (green). The contrast between the
two curves is shown in red. The vertical solid black line marks the peak at TE = TEopt.
The dashed and dashed dotted lines mark TE-pi and TE-4pi/3 respectively. The venous-gray
matter contrast is greater at TE-4pi/3 then at TE-pi, but is it greatest TEopt. 

To further enhance venous-gray matter contrast, several studies have proposed

utilizing the phase component of complex-valued MR images (Haacke et al., 1995;

Reichenbach et al., 2000; Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001; Brainovich et al., 2008). Due

to the magnetic susceptibility difference between venous blood and surrounding tissue,

voxels containing large veins will tend to have non-zero phase values while those

containing only gray matter will tend to have near-zero phase values (for details see

Appendix A.1). Taking advantage of this, these studies transform the phase component of

venograms (which range from -& to &) to magnitude weightings ranging from zero to one.
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By multiplying this transformed version of the phase element-wise with the magnitude

component, veins can be made to appear darker. 

Over the years much progress has been made on optimizing the phase

transformation to appropriately weight large vein containing voxels (where “large vein”

refers to veins roughly the size of the voxels scanned or larger). Assuming that the

extravascular phase sums to zero, previous studies designed their phase transformations

based on intravascular phase accrual. Given the distribution of intravascular phase values

for a uniform distribution of vein orientations (Fig 2.2A, for derivations see Appendix

A.1), three phase transformations have been proposed. Reichenbach et al. (2000)

considered the phase accrual of veins near parallel to B0 and developed a phase

transformation that penalizes voxels with negative phase, leaving those with zero or

positive phase unpenalized (Fig 2.3A). Later, Reichenbach et al. (2001) considered both

positive and negative phase accrual by penalizing positively and negatively phased

voxels with a symmetric phase transformation (Fig 2.3B). More recently, Brainovich et

al. (2008) took into account the range of intravascular phase accrual across all vein

orientations (Fig 2.2A). They noted that intravascular phase can range from -& to +&/2

without wrapping. Thus, they proposed an asymmetric phase transformation (Fig 2.3C)

which further improved vein-gray matter contrast. We refer to this phase transformation

as the asymmetric phase transformation. 

Common to all prior phase transformations is the assumption that phase accrual due

to veins will not wrap beyond -&. For the asymmetric phase transformation it is assumed

that venous phase will not accrue in the range +&/2 and +& (Fig 2.3C). If this assumption
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fails, applying the asymmetric phase transformation will result in incorrect weighting of

susceptibility weighted magnitude intensities. This can happen in voxels where

extravascular phase does not sum to zero (the center of the voxel and vein are not

aligned) or when TE is set to a value that is too long. Thus prior studies on SWV often

limited TE to prevent phase wrapping at the cost of vein-gray matter contrast. This cost

exists because TE-pi (the TE for B0 parallel veins to accrue -& radians of intravascular

phase) is less than TEopt (the TE for optimal vein-gray matter magnitude contrast) at all

standard clinical field strengths (Table 2.1). 

We assert that the TE can be extended beyond TE-pi for improved vein-gray matter

contrast without aliasing of phase. Ordinarily, if the maximum positive and negative rate

of phase accrual (i.e. frequency shifts) were of equal magnitude, phase accrued beyond -&

would wrap and alias with phase near +& and vice versa. However careful consideration

of Eq [A.1.1] and Fig 2.2A reveals that this is not the case. The rate of intravascular

phase accrual for veins parallel to B0 is twice that of veins perpendicular to B0. Therefore,

assuming no other sources of phase accrual, the TE can be extended for -4&/3 radians of

phase accrual in veins parallel to B0 without aliasing. This extension of TE would allow

complete usage of the -& to +& range of phases for improved vein-gray matter phase

contrast (Fig 2.2B). It would also allow the TE to approach TEopt for improved vein-gray

matter magnitude contrast. 

To facilitate phase wrapping due to extending the TE to TE-4pi/3 and potentially due

to non-zero extravascular phase accrual we propose a new phase transformation we refer

to as the tri-segment phase transformation (Fig 2.3D). Using the tri-segment phase
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transformation together with a TE of TE-4pi/3 we expect to see an increase in vein-gray

matter magnitude contrast of ~5% (Table 2.1). We also expect to see an increase in phase

contrast linearly proportional to the increase in TE (Eq [A.1.3]). To determine the

combined magnitude and phase contrast gained by extending TE to TE-4pi/3, we compared

the vein-gray matter contrast of SWV images scanned using TE-pi and TE-4pi/3 at 3T. To

determine if accounting for phase wrapping improves vein-gray matter contrast we also

compared SWV images based on the asymmetric phase transformation to those based on

the tri-segment phase transformation proposed here.

Figure 2.2.  Intravascular phase probability distributions. A) The expected probability
distribution of intravascular phase throughout cortex when TE = TE-pi for -& intravascular
phase accrual in veins parallel to B0. This is assuming the orientation distribution of veins
relative to B0 is isotropic (i.e. a flat probability distribution for ! in Eq [A.1.1]). B)
Same as (A) except TE = TE-4pi/3 for -4&/3 intravascular phase accrual.
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Figure 2.3. Phase transformations. A) Penalty for voxels with negative phase only
(Reichenbach et al., 2000)  B) Symmetric penalty for voxels with non-zero phase
(Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001) C) Asymmetric penalty for voxels with non-zero phase
less than +&/2 (Brainovich et al., 2008) D) Tri-segment asymmetric penalty for voxels
with non-zero phase accounting for phase wrapping. Dashed and dash-dotted lines
represent the original transformations raised to the 1.5th and 2nd power, respectively.
Higher powers increase the sensitivity of SWV to phase accrual. 

2.2 Methods

Susceptibility weighted venograms

All MR data were collected with whole-head radiofrequency array coils on the 3

Tesla Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Magnetom Tim Trio scanner at UC Berkeley.

Procedures were approved by the UC Berkeley Committee for the Protection for Human

Subjects and performed on two subjects who gave written informed consent.

Two 3D gradient-echo venograms were collected for each subject with flip angle

15°, TR 45ms, voxel size 0.92 x 0.92 x 2 mm3,  and FOV 234 x 234 x 128mm3. The first

set of venograms used TE = TE-pi = 28ms while the second set used TE = TE-4pi/3 = 35ms.

Flow compensation was used to ensure phase values were not contaminated by flow

(Reichenbach et al., 1998).

Image processing was based on custom code written in Matlab (The Mathworks,

Natick, MA), except for phase unwrapping which was done using PRELUDE (Jenkinson,
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2003) in FSL (Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009). Large scale phase wrapping due

to field inhomogeneities was first eliminated using PRELUDE followed by homodyne

filtering (Noll et al., 1991) on a slice by slice basis (Figs 2.4A-C; see Hammond et al.,

2008 for a similar procedure). A filter size of 96 gave best results. Phase masks (Fig

2.4D) were then generated using the tri-segment phase transformation proposed here (Fig

2.3D). Taking into account phase wrapping, intravascular phase accrued by B0 parallel

and perpendicular veins begin to alias at +2&/3. Thus, our tri-segment phase

transformation was implemented as:

magWeight = phase/(4&/3)+1; for phase <= 0 

magWeight = -phase/(2&/3)+1; for 0 < phase <= 2&/3 

magWeight = phase/(4&/3)-1/2; for phase > 2&/3

Element-wise multiplication of the phase masks (Fig 2.4D) with the magnitude

images (Fig 2.4E) yielded vein-gray matter contrast enhanced susceptibility weighted

magnitude images (Fig 2.4F). Finally, minimum intensity projection (mIP) was

performed on the susceptibility weighted magnitude images in the axial plane across

three slices (6 mm projections, Fig 2.4G). This further improved visibility of veins across

slices. Results are shown in Figs 2.6-9. For comparison we also created venograms based

on the asymmetric phase transformation (Fig 2.3C). 

Matching Transformations

The asymmetric phase transformation is naturally more sensitive to phase accrual in

the range of -& and +&/2 than the tri-segment phase transformation proposed here. To
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ensure that both transformations would be about equally sensitive (except in the phase

wrapping interval greater than +&/2), we raise each phase transformation to an

appropriate power before applying them to the phase images (Fig 2.5). We examined a

range of potential exponents from one to three. The asymmetric and tri-segment phase

transformations were most comparable if they were raised to the 1.5th and 2nd power,

respectively. With these exponents the asymmetric phase transformation remained

slightly more sensitive to most phase accruals less than +&/2. This way the results would

not be biased toward our tri-segment phase transformation. 

Quantifying contrast to noise gains

Using our tri-segment phase transformation to account for phase wrapping, we

expect that extending the TE from TE-pi = 28ms to TE-4pi/3 = 35ms will enhance vein-gray

matter contrast. To quantify this enhancement, we calculated the magnitude, phase, and

SWV CNR gains for large vein containing voxels. Magnitude CNR gain was calculated

as [(1-mag(TE-4pi/3))-(1-mag(TE-pi))] / (1-mag(TE-pi))*100%, where mag(TE) is the

magnitude intensity of the large vein containing voxel normalized to the mean intensity

of surrounding gray matter at the specified TE. Phase CNR gain and SWV CNR gain

were calculated in the same way using the corresponding phase values and susceptibility

weighted magnitude intensities, respectively. Note, noise is not explicitly modeled in

CNR gain calculations because the noise term cancels out.  

To demonstrate the importance of accounting for phase wrapping in a phase

transformation, we also calculated the SWV CNR gain between susceptibility weighted
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magnitude intensities produced using the tri-segment and the asymmetric phase

transformations with TE = TE-4pi/3. In this case, SWV CNR gain was calculated as [(1-

SWV(tri-seg))-(1-SWV(asym))] / (1-SWV(asym))*100%, where SWV(tri-seg) and

SWV(asym) are the susceptibility weighted magnitude intensities of the large vein

containing voxel based on the tri-segment and asymmetric phase transformations,

respectively.

Figure 2.4. Steps in susceptibility weighted venography (SWV). A) Raw phase image. B)
PRELUDE unwrapped phase image. C) Homodyne filtered phase image. D) Phase mask.
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E) Magnitude image. F) Susceptibility weighted magnitude image. G) Susceptibility
weighted venography image. Large-scale phase wrapping is first unwrapped by
processing the raw phase image with PRELUDE. This unwrapped phase is homodyne
filtered resulting in the final phase image. The phase mask is generated by applying the
desired phase transformation to this phase image. The original magnitude image is then
multiplied element-wise with the phase mask. The result is the contrast-enhanced
susceptibility weighted magnitude image. Finally, minimum intensity projection across a
sliding window of axial slices is taken to yield the susceptibility weighted venogram.

Figure 2.5. Phase transformation matching. The asymmetric phase transformation is
naturally more sensitive to phase accrual between -& and +&/2 than the tri-segment phase
transformation. To fairly compare the two, we raised the asymmetric phase
transformation and the tri-segment phase transformation to the 1.5th and 2nd power,
respectively. Solid lines show the original phase transformations. Dashed and dashed
dotted lines show the phase transformations raised to the 1.5th and 2nd power, respectively.
After applying the power correction, the two transformations are very similar. However,
the asymmetric phase transformation remains slightly more sensitive to most phase
accruals in the -& to +&/2 interval. 

2.3 Results
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Effect of extended TE

To determine if extending TE from TE-pi to TE-4pi/3 increases vein-gray matter

contrast, we first visually compared the vein-gray matter contrast of susceptibility

weighted venograms obtained using the two TEs and the asymmetric phase

transformation. Fig 2.6A shows a typical axial slice of a venogram obtained using TE-pi.

Fig 2.6B shows the corresponding slice obtained using TE-4pi/3. As expected, the overall

signal intensity of the extended TE venogram is reduced relative to that of the shorter TE.

At the same time, the vein-gray matter contrast is enhanced with the extended TE relative

to that of the shorter TE. These results suggest that previous SWV studies using TE-pi

sacrificed vein-gray matter contrast to prevent intravascular phase from wrapping. 

To quantify the effect of extending TE from TE-pi to TE-4pi/3, we plotted the cross

section of voxel values in and around a typical vein near parallel with B0.  We computed

the vein-gray matter contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) gain for the central voxel of the vein

scanned. Fig 2.7A shows the magnitude intensities along the cross section of the vein

scanned with TE = TE-pi = 28ms (blue) and with TE = TE-4pi/3 = 35ms (red). The vertical

dashed line indicates the center of the vein where CNR gain was calculated. CNR gain

was calculated to be 37% for this vein (see Methods for details). This is roughly seven

times greater than the expected magnitude CNR gain of ~5% (Table 2.1) which was

calculated using the standard assumption of only intravascular venous blood within the

voxel (no partial volume effects). Because the size of the CNR gain is so large, it is

unlikely to be a result of variations of T2* values (Koopmans et al., 2008). Instead, this

result suggests that for large veins T2* decay is not purely exponential (Haacke et al.,
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1995; Nishimura, 1996; see Discussion for details). 

Figure 2.6. Effect of extending TE on vein-gray matter contrast. A) Typical axial slice of
a susceptibility weighted venogram with TE = TE-pi = 28ms using the asymmetric phase
transformation. B) Same as (A) but with TE = TE-4pi/3 = 35ms. Vein-gray matter contrast
is greater with TE-4pi/3  than with TE-pi.

Fig 2.7B shows the phase values along the cross section of the vein (same format

as Fig 2.7A). Phase CNR gain was calculated to be an astonishing 136%. This is roughly

five times greater than the expected phase gain of (TE-4pi/3 -TE-pi)/ TE-pi*100% = 25%.

This result suggests that for large veins phase may not accrue linearly with TE (Eq

[A.1.3]). Such a nonlinear relationship is possible if the extravascular phase sampled by

the voxel does not sum to zero (see Discussion for details). Fig 2.7C shows the

susceptibility weighted magnitude intensities (Fig 2.4F) along the cross section of the

vein (same format as Fig 2.7A). SWV CNR gain was calculated to be 45%. From these

results it is clear that extending the TE from TE-pi to TE-4pi/3 significantly improves the
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vein-gray matter contrast for phase, magnitude, and susceptibility weighted magnitude

images beyond theoretical predictions. These results suggest that extravascular

susceptibility gradients do not always sum to zero which can result in increased

sensitivity of vein-gray matter contrast to TE (see Discussion for details). 

Figure 2.7. Mean cross section of voxel values in and around a typical vein near parallel
with B0. A) Mean magnitude intensities relative to the mean gray matter intensity using
TE = TE-pi = 28ms (red) and extended TE = TE-4pi/3 = 35ms (blue). The vertical dashed
line indicates the center of the vein where CNR gain was calculated. CNR gain was
calculated as [(1-mag(TE-4pi/3))-(1-mag(TE-pi))] / (1-mag(TE-pi))*100% and equaled 37%
for this vein. B) Same format as the (A) but for the corresponding voxel phase values.
CNR gain here was 136%. C) Same format as (A) but for the corresponding susceptibility
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weighted magnitude voxel intensities. CNR gain here was 45%. Using the extended TE
significantly improves vein-gray matter contrast for phase, magnitude, and susceptibility
weighted magnitude images. Error bars are SE across four adjacent cross sections of the
same vein.  

Effect of phase transformation type

To determine if accounting for phase wrapping in a phase transformation

improves vein-gray matter contrast, we first visually compared susceptibility weighted

venograms based on the asymmetric phase transformation to venograms based on the tri-

segment phase transformation using TE = TE-4pi/3. Fig 2.8A shows a typical axial slice of

a susceptibility weighted venogram based on the asymmetric phase transformation.

Within the slice are several phase wrapping artifacts that appear as phase-mask

unpenalized bright voxels surrounded by heavily phase-mask penalized dark voxels (see

voxels within red squares in Fig 2.8A). The areas containing the artifacts are shown

enlarged in Fig 2.8B. Fig 2.8C shows these same areas but processed using the tri-

segment phase transformation which accounts for phase wrapping in the +&/2 to +&

interval. By using the tri-segment phase transformation the phase wrapping artifacts are

eliminated. Phase wrapping artifacts also appeared in the venograms collected using TE =

TE-pi when the asymmetric phase transformation was used. However with this shorter TE,

the artifacts were generally smaller and fewer in number (Fig 2.6A). These results

emphasize the importance of phase transformations that take into account phase

wrapping, especially when using larger TEs for enhanced vein-gray matter contrast. 

To quantify the effect of accounting for phase wrapping in the tri-segment phase

transformation, we plotted the cross section of voxel values in and around a typical vein
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near perpendicular with B0. Fig 2.9A shows the magnitude intensities along the cross

section of the vein scanned with TE = TE-4pi/3 = 35ms (red). Fig 2.9B shows the phase

intensities along the cross section of the same vein. The horizontal black line indicates the

+&/2 phase value above which the asymmetric phase transformation deviates from the tri-

segment phase transformation. Fig 2.9C shows the susceptibility weighted magnitude

intensities along the cross section of the vein. Because the phase of the this vein is within

the +&/2 to +& range, the susceptibility weighted magnitude intensity of the vein based on

the asymmetric phase transformation is unpenalized (blue). However, the tri-segment

phase transformation correctly penalizes the magnitude intensity of the vein (red). The

vertical dashed line indicates the center of the vein where CNR gain was calculated. The

CNR gain between the tri-segment and the asymmetric phase transformation for the

central voxel of this vein was 37% (see Methods for details). These results demonstrate

that accounting for phase wrapping is necessary to correctly weight veins with phase

values wrapping in the +&/2 to +& range. Such venous phase values are more common at

longer TEs such as TE-4pi/3 although they can also exist at shorter TEs due to extravascular

susceptibility gradients (Fig A.1.1). 
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Figure 2.8. Effect of phase transformation on phase wrapping artifacts. A) SWV with TE
= TE-4pi/3 = 35ms using the asymmetric phase transformation. Red squares indicate
regions of the venogram where phase wraps in the +&/2 to +& range. These regions
exhibit phase wrapping artifacts which appear as phase-mask unpenalized bright voxels
surrounded by heavily phase-mask penalized dark voxels. B) The regions marked by the
red squares in (A) enlarged for detail. C) Same as (B) but using the tri-segment phase
transformation. The tri-segment phase transformation eliminates the phase wrapping
artifacts. 
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Figure 2.9. Mean cross section of voxel values in and around a typical vein near
perpendicular with B0. A) Mean magnitude intensities relative to the mean gray matter
intensity using extended TE = TE-4pi/3 = 35ms (red). B) Same format as the (A) but for the
corresponding voxel phase values. The horizontal black line indicates the +&/2 phase
value above which the asymmetric phase transformation deviates from the tri-segment
phase transformation. C) Same format as (A) but for the corresponding susceptibility
weighted magnitude voxel intensities based on the asymmetric phase transformation
(blue) and the tri-segment phase transformation (red). The vertical dashed line indicates
the center of the vein where CNR gain was calculated. CNR gain was calculated as [(1-
SWV(tri-seg))-(1-SWV(asym))] / (1-SWV(asym))*100% and equaled 37% for this vein.
Using the tri-segment phase transformation significantly improves vein-gray matter
contrast when phase values wrap into the +&/2 to +& range. Error bars SE across three
adjacent cross sections of the same vein. 

2.4 Discussion
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We presented a novel phase transformation for susceptibility weighted

venography. This phase transformation, referred to as the tri-segment phase

transformation, properly weights susceptibility weighted magnitude intensities even in

the presence of phase wrapping. By using the tri-segment phase transformation we were

able to extend the TE beyond TE-pi and enhance vein-gray matter contrast in susceptibility

weighted venograms. These increases in vein-gray matter contrast were much larger than

predicted, suggesting that extravascular susceptibility gradients contribute to vein-gray

matter contrast.   

Non-optimality of TE-pi

As mentioned earlier, previous SWV studies used TE-pi to prevent phase wrapping.

In the presence of phase wrapping the phase transformations of these studies would be

invalid. Our results demonstrate that by using the tri-segment phase transformation TE

does not need to be limited by phase wrapping. Previous studies have also motivated the

use of TE-pi as a TE for optimal vein-gray matter magnitude contrast (Reichenbach et al.,

2000; Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001). We argue that this motivation does not apply to

veins in general but only to one special case. The logic is that with TE = TE-pi dephasing

(and thus signal attenuation) is maximized in voxels containing containing both veins and

gray matter. However, this argument only holds for veins near parallel to B0 (Fig A.1.1)

and yields sub-optimal dephasing for veins at all other orientations. For maximal

dephasing across veins at all orientations, we suggest the use of a TE that generates a

phase distribution that spans the entire -& to +& range of phases (e.g. TE-4pi/3 or even TEopt;
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Fig 2.2). 

The only concern with using the entire range of phases may be phase wrapping.

However, it is unclear why venograms should be limited to this phase wrapping

restriction. In susceptibility weighted venography, phase is primarily used to distinguish

vein from non-vein. In fact, in all previously proposed phase transformations and the one

proposed here (Fig 2.3), the common logic is that voxels with greater phase accrual are

more likely to contain a vein. Under this logic, it would be beneficial for the intravascular

phase of veins parallel to B0 to accrue beyond -&. This way phase contrast between gray

matter and veins of most orientations can increase. This solution will be optimal as long

as the overall level of distortion and drop out are acceptable given the extended TE. 

If a phase transformation that accounts for phase wrapping is used, then as long as

the phase of venous voxels do not alias too much (i.e. they do not approach the zero

phase of gray matter) the venous voxels will still be penalized. Therefore, we suggest that

longer TEs such as TE-4pi/3 or TEopt (Table 2.1) be used for susceptibility weighted

venography, along with phase transformations that take into account phase wrapping for

optimal vein-gray matter contrast. 

Partial volume effect as a function of TE

In quantifying the effect of extending the TE used in SWV (Fig 2.8) we discovered

a nonlinear relationship between phase and TE. This is surprising because in a standard

single-compartment model of susceptibility gradient strength within a voxel, theory

predicts a linear relationship between phase and TE (Nishimura, 1996; Eq [A.1.3]). A
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non-linear relationship between phase and TE greatly increases the importance of TE

choice for susceptibility weighted imaging and potentially allows for a super-linear

increase in phase contrast with a linear increase in TE.  

This non-linear phase-TE relationship was found mainly in central voxels of veins

whose diameter is roughly the size of a voxel. Thus it is likely that the non-linearity is

due to partial volume effects that can be simulated using a two-compartment model of

susceptibility gradient strength within a voxel. In a single-compartment model, the field

shift due to a susceptibility gradient is constant within a voxel. Under this model, the

normalized voxel signal !r as a function of time t (assuming a frequency offset of b Hz)

can be expressed as:

!r ! "x!cos !bt !" #y!sin !bt! . [2.1]

In this case, the net phase of this voxel can be expressed as: 

phase !"r ! " arctan !sin !bt !"cos !bt !! " bt [2.2]

which increases linearly with time and therefore TE. 

In contrast, a two-compartment model divides a voxel into two compartments of

constant but different susceptibility field shifts. In this model, protons in each

compartment will tend to precess at different or even opposing frequencies. Given the

spatial distribution of susceptibility gradients in and around veins (Fig A.1.1), the two-

compartment model more accurately reflects voxels sampling from this distribution than

the single-compartment model. Under the two compartment model, each compartment of

the voxel signal, !r 1 and !r 2 , can be expressed as: 

!r 1! a ! "x!cos !bt!" #y!sin !bt!! and [2.3]
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"r 2! "x!cos !"t !" #y!sin !"t ! . [2.4]

For simplicity, the magnitude (specified by a > 0) and frequency (specified by b > 0) of

!r 1 is taken to be relative to !r 2 which is of unit length and opposing unit frequency.

The net voxel signal is then expressed as: 

!r net! "r1!"r2 ! "x!"a cos !bt !"cos !t !!" #y!"a sin !bt !"sin!t !! . [2.5]

The net phase of this voxel can be written as:

phase ! "rnet ! " arctan !
a sin !bt!"sin !t !
a cos !bt!"cos !t !

! . [2.6]

Note the net phase of a voxel under the two-compartment model no longer increases

linearly with time as it did in Eq [2.2] under the single-compartment model (except when

b = -1). This non-linear phase-time relationship is plotted in Figs 2.10A-B for various a

and b values.  Fig 2.10A plots the case when b = 1 and a varies between ) and 4. Fig

2.10B plot the case when a = 2 and b varies between * and 2. The solid red and blue

lines show the single-compartment phase of !r 1 as a function of TE when b = 1 and -1,

respectively. As a approaches 1, the non-linearity becomes more severe and approaches a

step function. Under the two-compartment model, phase would initially accrue sub-

linearly over time when the two compartments are roughly in phase. As the two

compartments become increasingly out of phase, phase would begin to accrue super-

linearly over time until the two compartments become in phase again. 

To determine under what conditions the non-linearity of Eq [2.6] could produce the

phase gain we observed as TE increased from TE-pi to TE-4pi/3 (roughly seven times greater

than that predicted by the single-compartment model), we calculated the derivative of the

net phase of the two-compartment model with respect to time. After applying some
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calculus and trigonometry, the time derivative of Eq [2.6]  can be expressed as: 

d phase ! "rnet !
dt

!
1

1!P2
!
dP
dt where [2.7]

P !
a sin !bt !"sin!t !
a cos !bt !"cos !t ! and [2.8]

 dP
dt

! a2b!1!a !b!1!cos !!b!1!t !
"a cos !bt!"cos !t !!2

. [2.9]

Figs 2.10C-D show Eq [2.7] plotted against TE for various values of a and b.  Note, as a

approaches 1, Eq [2.7] approaches a train of delta functions. When b approaches -1, Eq

[2.7] approaches -1 signifying a linear phase-time relationship. Fig 2.10C plots the case

when b = 1 and a varies between ) and 4. Fig 2.10D plots the case when a = 2 but b

varies between * and 2. The solid red and blue lines show the single-compartment time

derivative of phase for !r 1 as a function of TE when b = 1 and -1, respectively. In

general this non-linearity is such that the time derivative of phase becomes smaller when

the two components are in phase and much larger when the components are out of phase.

Figs 2.10C-D demonstrate that a voxel containing roughly equal magnitude weightings

(a ~ 1) of two components with opposing frequencies (b ~ 1) generates non-linear phase-

time relationships. Non-linear phase-time relationships are also generated in a voxel in

which one component has relatively larger magnitude (a > 1) and higher frequency (b >

1). These non-linearities are strong enough to produce our reported relative phase gains

of 137% if not greater. These results suggest that including partial volume effects

between intravascular and extravascular susceptibility gradients is important for

determining the TE that generates maximum phase vein-gray matter contrast.  
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In quantifying the effect of extending the TE used in SWV (Fig 2.8), we also

discovered an additional nonlinearity in the relationship between magnitude and TE. This

is surprising because in a standard one compartment model (no partial voluming), theory

predicts an exponential decay of magnitude signal with TE (see Appendix A.2 and Fig

2.1; Nishimura, 1996). From this exponential decay, we expected that vein-gray matter

contrast should increase by ~5% when extending the TE from the standard TE = TE-pi to

TE = TE-4pi/3. However, in practice we found that vein-gray matter contrast increased

much more than this: ~37%, over seven times the predicted gain. This result suggests an

additional non-linear magnitude-TE relationship and further demonstrates the importance

of TE choice in susceptibility weighted imaging. 

Given that this added non-linearity was found mainly in central voxels of veins

with diameter roughly the size of a voxel, it is likely that it is also due to partial volume

effects. To test this, we calculated the magnitude signal dependence on TE under the two-

compartment model by taking the magnitude of !r net in Eq [2.5]. Figs 2.10E-F show

magnitude plotted against TE for various values of a and b. The solid red and blue lines

show the single-compartment vector magnitude of !r 1 as a function of TE when b = 1

and -1, respectively. For simplicity exponential decay is not modeled, i.e. T2* >> TE.

Intuitively the magnitude of !r net is largest for TEs when the two components !r 1 and

!r 2 are in phase and smaller when the components are out of phase. Increasing TE in

the range of TEs where the slope of the curves in Fig 2.10E-F are negative will increase

vein-gray matter contrast more than that predicted by exponential decay alone. When the

frequency shifts of the two components are opposite (b = 1; Fig 2.10E), the slope is
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negative for TE values between TE-pi and 2TE-pi. This is consistent with both the

symmetry of the extravascular phase shifts and with the increase in magnitude CNR

observed when extending TE-pi to TE-4pi/3. In the case when b = 1 and the magnitude of the

two components are equal (a = 1; black curve in Fig 2.10E), it is possible for the two

components to be completely out of phase and the magnitude of !r net to be zero. This

additional magnitude-TE non-linearity is certainly strong enough to produce a relative

magnitude gain of 37%. These results suggest that including partial volume effects

between intravascular and extravascular susceptibility gradients is important for

determining the TE that generates maximal vein-gray matter contrast. 

There are several possible reasons that these non-linear magnitude and phase-TE

relationships were not reported in previous studies.Those studies might not have had

appropriate data available (scans at multiple TEs taken from the same subject) or, they

might not have analyzed vein-gray matter CNR differences in the magnitude and phase

images prior to SWV preprocessing. It is also possible that they selected voxels for

analysis that had no partial volume non-linearities. 

Broadening of detected veins with SWV 

Previous SWV studies noted that extending the TE and using phase masks to

weight magnitude venograms broadens the apparent diameter of detected veins

(Reichenbach et al., 2000; Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001). This broadening is a concern

for studies aiming to obtain precise measurements of vein diameter. In such cases,

discretion should be used when determining the TE and amount of phase masking to
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apply. However, in fMRI studies it is important to obtain the effective extent of veins

with the same TE that is used to collect the fMRI data. Given that the TE used in fMRI

studies is usually longer than TE-pi, the tri-segment phase transformation proposed in this

study will be necessary to account for wrapping in the venograms. 

Recently, studies have encouraged the use of both magnitude and phase images in

the analysis of fMRI data for improved statistical power (Rowe and Logan, 2004; Rowe,

2005; Lee et al., 2007). For these studies, weighting magnitude venograms with phase

masks is especially appropriate. This allows for both the magnitude and phase extents of

veins to be accounted for when determining their effective size and contribution to fMRI

experiments. 

Conclusions

Our findings support the use of TEs greater than TE-pi (the TE for -& radians of

intravascular phase accrual) and phase transformations that take into account phase

wrapping for improved vein-gray matter contrast. We also find that the choice of TE can

have a non-linear effect on vein-gray matter contrast not only in susceptibility weighted

images but also phase and magnitude images. These results suggest that consideration of

extravascular susceptibility gradients may be important for determining the TE that

generates maximal vein-gray matter contrast. Future work will have to be done to

determine how these non-linear relationships with TE depend on the spatial resolution

and orientation of veins scanned. 

This work on extended TE, phase wrapped venography allows for the collection of
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venograms using the same TE as those used in fMRI studies. This allows the diameter of

veins to better reflect their spatial extent and contribution to fMRI experiments. As the

technology for collecting T2* weighted gradient-echo EPI images continues to improve,

we suspect that the spatial resolution of fMRI images will eventually be high enough to

be considered a venogram in itself. Such data would be highly valuable as the venograms

would have exactly the same distortions and registration properties as the functional

images. This would make the quantification of venous contributions to fMRI experiments

much more accurate than current methods.
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Figure 2.10. Phase and magnitude as a function of TE assuming partial volume effects in
a two-compartment model. A) The non-linear phase-time relationship is plotted for b = 1
and a varying from ) to 4. The solid red and blue lines show the single-compartment
phase of !r 1 as a function of TE when b = 1 and -1, respectively. As a approaches 1, the
non-linearity becomes more severe approaching a step function. B) Same as (A) but for a
= 2 and b varying from * to 2. C) The time derivative of phase (Eq [2.7]) plotted against
TE for b = 1 and a varying from ) to 4. Note, as a approaches 1, the derivative
approaches a train of delta functions. D) Same as (C) but for a = 2 and b varying from *
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to 2. Note when b approaches -1, the derivative approaches -1 (linear phase-time
relationship). In general the time derivative of phase becomes smaller when the two
components are in phase and much larger when the components are out of phase. E) The
non-linear magnitude-time relationship plotted against TE for b = 1 and a varying from )
to 4. In general magnitude is largest when the two components are in phase and smaller
when the components are out of phase. F) Same as (E) but for a = 2 and b varying from *
to 2. 
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Chapter 3:  Combining phase and magnitude components for

improved source localization in complex-valued fMRI

Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals recorded using fMRI are complex-

valued, but most fMRI studies discard the phase component. Some studies have

considered using both the magnitude and phase components of the BOLD signal.

However, because the main source of task-related phase changes are large draining veins

it has been thought that including phase would bias BOLD activity away from sites of

neural activity and decrease overall information available in the BOLD signal. Here we

propose a new method for combining magnitude and phase that minimizes large vein

bias. Given the pattern of magnetic field distortions near large draining veins, task-related

magnitude and phase changes will likely occur in neighboring voxels. Thus, we minimize

bias by combining the magnitude component of individual voxels with the phase

component of the neighboring voxel most correlated with it  (correlation is determined

using a separate data set). We call this technique: source-localized magnitude-phase

combination fMRI (spamfMRI). To evaluate this method we recorded visually-evoked

BOLD activity in posterior and ventral occipital-temporal visual cortex from four

subjects. The visual stimuli consisted of 240 seconds of movie clips repeated ten times

each. We compared four different ways of measuring BOLD activity: magnitude, phase,

within voxel combination of magnitude and phase, and our source-localized phase

adjacent magnitude combination. For each version we computed the F-statistic (11,108)

of each voxel using the mean responses evoked by twelve movie clips. To ensure that
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including phase does not decrease overall information available in the BOLD signal we

also examined whether each version affected classification performance for each clip.

Our results show that including the phase component of complex-valued fMRI

significantly increases the F-statistics across the population of voxels by roughly 115% (p

< 0.01). Our results also show, for the first time, that including phase significantly

improves classification of natural movie stimuli (p < 0.01). Furthermore, we show that

our spamfMRI method increases both mean F-statistic and categorization performance

over what is obtained by merely combining magnitude and phase within individual

voxels (p < 0.01).  Finally, we show that our approach minimizes bias toward large

draining veins. Our findings suggest that using both magnitude and phase is the most

efficient way to measure BOLD activity.

3.1 Background

In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), images are complex-valued due to spatial

inhomogeneities in the magnetic field. Thus, in functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI), voxel timecourses are also complex-valued and can be decomposed into

magnitude and phase components (Fig 3.1) (Menon, 2002; Rowe and Logan, 2004). Most

fMRI studies only use the magnitude component as their measure of BOLD activity and

discard the phase component (Bandettini et al., 1993; Cox et al., 1995). However, recent

complex-valued fMRI studies have shown that the phase component can also be used as a

measure of BOLD activity (Rowe, 2005; Lee et al., 2007). In addition to having task-

related magnitude changes, the BOLD signal can also exhibit task-related phase changes
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(Fig 3.2). In these studies, combining both phase and magnitude components increased

the functional signal-to-noise ratio (fSNR) of the BOLD signal. fSNR here is defined as

the repeatability of task-related BOLD activity quantified by the F-statistic.

Figure 3.1. Coronal slice of a complex-valued fMRI volume. A) Magnitude component.
B) Phase component.

Figure 3.2. Task-related phase and magnitude changes in the complex plane. 

Other studies have shown that task-related phase changes come from large

draining veins (Menon, 2002; Nencka and Rowe, 2007). These studies suggest that

combining phase and magnitude components in complex-valued fMRI increases bias of

BOLD activity toward large veins and away from actual sites of neural activity. This

increased bias of BOLD activity to large veins may also reduce overall information
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available in the BOLD signal as larger veins pool over larger areas of cortex (Duvernoy,

1999; Turner, 2002). In order to reduce BOLD activity bias toward large veins, a few

studies have proposed to use the phase component of complex-valued fMRI to penalize

estimates of task-related magnitude changes (Menon, 2002; Nencka and Rowe, 2007).

Menon (2002) penalized estimates of task-related magnitude changes based on the degree

of temporal correlation between magnitude and phase in a given voxel. Nencka and Rowe

(2007) penalized the estimates of task-related magnitude changes based on the size of

phase variance in a given voxel. Analogous to the the way spin-echo fMRI reduces fSNR

relative to gradient-echo fMRI (Boxerman et al., 1995; Duong et al., 2003), these

penalized magnitude methods of measuring BOLD activity also reduce fSNR relative to

the standard magnitude measure of BOLD activity. Until now, no study has yet to

combine both magnitude and phase for increased fSNR while minimizing large vein bias.

Virtually all complex-valued fMRI studies to this date combine magnitude and

phase within individual voxels, neglecting the spatial locations of voxels with respect to

large veins (Menon, 2002; Rowe, 2005; Lee et al., 2007) . However, it is known from

venography and early BOLD fMRI studies that both phase and magnitude vary as a

function of position in and around veins (Ogawa et al., 1993; Haacke et al., 1995). Fig

3.3A  depicts the magnetic field off resonance distribution around the cross section of a

2mm diameter vein perpendicular to the main magnetic field (simulated using the fMRI

scan parameters used in this study (see Methods) and assuming a blood oxygenation of

0.54). For a voxel that encompasses a large vein roughly the size of the voxel, magnitude

fSNR tends to be high while phase fSNR tends to be low. This is because for these voxels
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(like the one outlined in black in Fig 3.3A) the sampled field distortions vary strongly and

symmetrically around 0 Hz. However, for voxels adjacent to the vein, magnitude fSNR

will be relatively low while phase fSNR will be high. This is because for these voxels

(like those outlined in magenta or blue in Fig 3.3A) the sampled field distortions vary

weakly and tend to be of a single polarity.

In fMRI studies where only the magnitude component of the BOLD signal is

used, large vein bias is limited to voxels that contain large veins. In the case depicted in

Fig 3.3, this bias would lead to strong BOLD activity in one voxel (the voxel with high

magnitude fSNR outlined in black, Figs 3.3A,B). However, in complex-valued fMRI

studies, large vein bias is increased to include the BOLD activity around these veins. In

these studies, large vein bias is not limited to voxels containing large veins but is further

extended to voxels adjacent to the large veins where phase fSNR is high. In the case

depicted in Fig 3.3, this bias would lead to BOLD activity in not one, but five voxels (the

voxel containing the vein outlined in black plus the voxels adjacent to the vein outlined in

blue and magenta Figs 3.3A-D.) 
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Figure 3.3. Magnitude and phase fSNR as a function of voxel position around the cross
section of a large vein perpendicular to the main magnetic field. A) Magnetic field off
resonance distribution around a large vein in units of Hz. This distribution is sampled by
nine voxels. The voxel outlined in black covers the entire cross section of the vein. This
voxel has high magnitude fSNR but low phase fSNR because the field distortions
sampled by it vary strongly and symmetrically around 0 Hz. The voxels outlined in
magenta and blue sample from the field distribution adjacent to the vein. These voxels
have low magnitude fSNR but high phase fSNR because the field distortions sampled by
them vary weakly and tend to be of a single polarity. The voxels outlined in yellow
sample the portions of the field distribution that are mostly on resonance. These voxels
have very little magnitude and phase fSNR. B) Simulated magnitude and phase
timecourses for the voxel outlined in black in (A). The magnitude timecourse is in red,
while the phase timecourse is in green. The black dashes indicate stimulus-on periods. C)
Same format as in (B) but for a voxel outlined in magenta D) Same format as in (B) but
for a voxel outlined in blue.  Note, for this voxel, the phase timecourse is negatively
correlated with the magnitude timecourse because the field distortions sampled by this
voxel are mostly negative. E) Same format as in (B) but for a voxel outlined in yellow.
Simulations were done assuming a typical blood oxygenation fraction change from 0.54
to 0.8. For simplicity, T2* decay effects were ignored. 

We propose to utilize the spatial distribution of magnitude and phase fSNR to

minimize BOLD activity bias toward large veins, while maximizing fSNR of the

measured BOLD signal. The large vein bias in complex-valued fMRI stems from the
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mislocalization of task-related phase changes to voxels adjacent to the source of the task-

related phase changes (large veins). To minimize this bias, we propose to combine the

magnitude component of individual voxels (which do not suffer from the source

mislocalization just described) with the phase component of the neighboring voxel most

correlated with it. We call this technique: source-localized magnitude-phase combination

fMRI (spamfMRI).  With this technique, the phase component is correctly applied to

voxels containing the source of the task-related phase changes – large veins. Note,

spamfMRI does not require the collection of venograms or the locations of veins to be

predetermined. It uses the objective criterion of correlation between magnitude and phase

timecourses to determine between which neighboring voxels the magnitude and phase

components should be combined.  

3.2 Methods

To evaluate spamfMRI we recorded visually-evoked BOLD activity in posterior

and ventral occipital-temporal visual cortex from four subjects. We compared our

spamfMRI method of measuring BOLD activity to three control methods: magnitude,

phase, and a within voxel combination of magnitude and phase fMRI (combfMRI).

combfMRI is exactly the same as spamfMRI except that it does not allow for

combination of phase and magnitude components across neighboring voxels. 

Stimuli

Stimuli were color natural movies drawn from the Apple QuickTime HD gallery
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(http://www.apple.com/quicktime/guide/hd/) and YouTube (http://www.youtube.com/).

The original high-definition movies were cropped to be square. The square movie frames

were then spatially down-sampled to 512 by 512 pixels. Movies were displayed using a

VisuaStim LCD goggles system (20x20 degrees, 15 Hz). A colored fixation spot (4 pixels

or 0.16 degree square) was presented on top of the movies. The color of the fixation spot

changed three times per second to ensure that it was visible regardless of the color of the

movie. Different movies were presented during collection of training and validation data

sets. 

MRI parameters

The experimental protocol was approved by the UCB Committee for the

Protection for Human Subjects. Functional scans were conducted at UCB using a 4 Tesla

Varian INOVA scanner (Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) with a quadrature transmit/receive

surface coil (Midwest RF, LLC, Hartland, WI). Scans were obtained using T2*-weighted

gradient-echo EPI: TR 1s, TE 28ms, flip angle 56°, voxel size 2.0 x 2.0 x 2.5 mm3, and

FOV 128x128 mm2. The slice prescription covered 18 coronal slices beginning at the

posterior pole and covering the posterior portion of occipital cortex. 

Data collection

Functional data were collected from four human subjects. All subjects were

healthy and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The data were collected in four

separate 10 minute runs (2400 seconds total). Each run was constructed by concatenating
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10 separate one minute movie clips and each one minute clip consisted of several smaller

10-20 second long movies. The one minute movie clips were randomly interleaved across

the four runs while ensuring that each one minute clip was presented 10 times. Subjects

fixated on a small spot at the center of the screen while movies were presented.

Data preprocessing

fMRI data were preprocessed as described in earlier publications (Kay et al.,

2008; Naselaris et al., 2009) with the exception that both magnitude and phase

components were used. Motion correction was performed using SPM '99

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), supplemented by additional custom Matlab (The

Mathworks, Natick, MA) algorithms. Motion parameters were calculated from the

magnitude images and then subsequently applied to magnitude and phase images

separately for reslicing. Prior to motion correction of the phase images, large scale phase

wrapping due to field inhomogeneities was removed with homodyne filtering (Noll et al.,

1991; Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001) on a slice by slice basis. Following motion

correction, for each ten minute run and each individual voxel, drift in both magnitude and

phase timecourses were removed by fitting a third-degree polynomial. The timecourses

were then z-scored (normalized to mean 0.0 and standard deviation 1.0).

The 240 seconds of distinct movie stimuli were divided into 24 x 10 second

movie clips. For computational simplicity, the response to each clip was estimated as the

mean BOLD activity over the 10 seconds of the clip. The responses to the first 12 movie

clips were used as the training dataset. The responses to the second 12 movie clips were
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used as the validation dataset. The training dataset was used to determine the optimal

weighting of magnitude and phase components in combfMRI and spamfMRI. This

dataset was also used to select high fSNR voxels from each method of measuring BOLD

activity for evaluation in the validation dataset. This prevented circularity in our

combfMRI and spamfMRI methods.   

Data analysis

We compared four different ways of measuring BOLD activity: magnitude, phase,

within voxel combination of magnitude and phase fMRI (combfMRI), and our source-

localized phase adjacent magnitude combination fMRI (spamfMRI). The combfMRI

measure of BOLD activity for the ith voxel at time t is given by:  

S i
comb!t ! " S i

m!t !"r
F i
p

F i
m S i

p!t ! [3.1]

where {Sm Sp} are the z-scored magnitude and phase components of the complex-valued

BOLD signal, {Fm Fp} are the F-values calculated from the magnitude and phase

components respectively and r is the sign of the correlation between Sm and Sp

(correlation and F-values were determined from the training data set). Because task-

related phase changes are on the order of 0.1 radians (Menon, 2002; Lee et al., 2007) we

can linearly combine the magnitude and phase components. In this linear combination,

the phase component is scaled by the ratio of fSNRs: Fp/Fm and multiplied by -1 one if

found to be negatively correlated with the magnitude component. The optimality of this

weighted sum is derived in Appendix A.3. The combfMRI method is similar to that used

in prior complex-valued fMRI studies (Rowe, 2005; Lee at al., 2007) in that it does not
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take into account the spatial distribution of magnitude and phase around large veins. 

The spamfMRI measure of BOLD activity for the ith voxel at time t is given by:  

Si
spam!t ! " Si

m! t !"r
F k *
p

F i
m S k *

p !t ! [3.2]

where k* is the index of the voxel whose phase component is most correlated with the

magnitude component of voxel i. In this study, we limit k* to be within the seven-voxel

neighborhood of voxels adjacent to and including voxel i. This is exactly the same as Eq

[3.1] except that the phase component used for the ith voxel may come from a

neighboring voxel. 

 To ensure that including phase did not decrease overall information available in

the BOLD signal we also examined whether each method affected classification

performance for each clip using linear discriminant analysis (McLauchlan, 1992). The

voxels used in the classification were selected from the training dataset as the top n fSNR

voxels. To avoid bias to any one method, the voxels were chosen separately for each

method of measuring BOLD activity. Standard error was determined by leave-one-repeat

out cross-validation. 

3.3 Results

spamfMRI yields optimal fSNR

We computed the F-statistic (11,108) of each voxel using the responses evoked by

the 12 validation movie clips. This was done separately for each of the four methods of

measuring BOLD activity: magnitude, phase, combfMRI, and spamfMRI. Fig 3.4 shows

typical F-values on the ventral portion of one coronal slice of one subject thresholded at
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F > 10, p < 10-6 (Bonferroni corrected). For reference, the magnitude and phase

components at one time point for the entire coronal slice is shown in Fig 3.1. Although

the fSNR of the phase component (Fig 3.4 B) is much weaker than that of the magnitude

component (Fig 3.4A), combining magnitude and phase within individual voxels using

combfMRI increases fSNR and the number of voxels above threshold (Fig 3.4C).

However, by taking into account the distribution of magnitude and phase fSNR around

large veins using spamfMRI, we achieve even greater increases of fSNR and number of

voxels above threshold (Fig 3.4 D). 

Figure 3.4. Typical fSNR calculated of the four measures of BOLD activity. A)
Magnitude, B) Phase, C) combfMRI and D) spamfMRI. F-values are thresholded at F >
10, p < 10-6 (Bonferroni corrected).

To further quantify the fSNR of each of the four methods of measuring BOLD
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activity, we plotted the phase, combfMRI, and spamfMRI F-values against the magnitude

F-values for voxels of a typical subject (Figs 3.5A,B,D). To avoid circularity, voxels

plotted are those with significant magnitude or phase training F-values (F > 10). The F-

values plotted are validation F-values. From Fig 3.5A it can be seen that fSNR tends to

be much higher for the magnitude measure of BOLD activity than for the phase measure.

However, the voxels that do have high phase fSNR tend to have low magnitude fSNR.

This independent distribution of magnitude and phase fSNR is consistent with the large

vein source of task-related phase changes (Fig 3.3). By comparing Fig 3.5B to Fig 3.5A it

can be seen that combining magnitude and phase using combfMRI yields large increases

in fSNR for voxels with high phase fSNR. However, by increasing the fSNR of voxels

with high phase and low magnitude fSNR, combfMRI also increases the bias of BOLD

activity toward large veins. By comparing Fig 3.5D to Fig 3.5A it can be seen that

combining magnitude and phase using spamfMRI yields large increases in fSNR for

almost all voxels. Notably, spamfMRI suppresses the fSNR of voxels with low magnitude

but high phase fSNR. This is the large vein bias reducing characteristic of spamfMRI. 

Fig 3.5C plots the ratio of mean phase, combfMRI, and spamfMRI F-values to

mean magnitude F-value for data averaged across subjects. Error bars are SE. The phase

alone had only 31 +/- 0.3 % the fSNR of the magnitude measure of BOLD activity. Both

combfMRI and spamfMRI significantly (p < 10-7 Wilcoxon signed rank test) improved

fSNR relative to that of the magnitude measure of BOLD activity (by 9 +/- 2 % and 14

+/- 2%, respectively). spamfMRI also significantly increased mean fSNR relative to that

of combfMRI (p < 0.01). The mean increase in fSNR using spamfMRI is equivalent to
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collecting 14% more data in the standard fMRI experiment that only uses the magnitude

component of the BOLD signal. Note our measure of fSNR is a ratio of variances so it

scales linearly with (rather than to the square root of) the amount of data collected. 

These results show the fSNR advantage of using spamfMRI to take into account

the spatial distribution of magnitude and phase fSNR around large veins. These results

also suggest that spamfMRI reduces large vein bias that is present in complex-valued

fMRI methods that do not take into account the location of voxels relative to large veins. 
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Figure 3.5. Typical fSNR improvement relative to magnitude fSNR. A,B,D) F-values for
phase, combfMRI and spamfMRI plotted against magnitude F-values, respectively.
combfMRI significantly improves F-values over magnitude F-values (p < 10-7 Wilcoxon
signed rank test). spamfMRI significantly improves F-values over combfMRI F-values (p
< 10-6). C) Ratio of mean phase, combfMRI, and spamfMRI F-values to mean magnitude
F-value.  Data are averaged across subjects. Error bars are SE.

spamfMRI reduces large vein bias

To further characterize the bias reduction properties of spamfMRI we examined

the spatial distribution of fSNR around large veins in our data. Fig 3.6A shows typical

magnitude and phase F-values overlaid on the ventral portion of one slice. Voxels with

high phase but low magnitude F-values are colored green. Voxels with high magnitude

but low phase F-values are red. Voxels with high magnitude and phase F-values are

yellow. As expected given the spatial distribution of magnitude and phase fSNR around

large veins, there are very few yellow voxels. Near the center of the slice, high magnitude

fSNR voxels (red) are surrounded by high phase fSNR voxels (green), indicative of a

large vein. Upon examination of the magnitude component of the slice Fig 3.6C, it can be

seen that voxels low in intensity coincide with the high magnitude fSNR voxels. This

further confirms the position of the large vein (Reichenbach et al., 1998). 

Fig 3.6B demonstrates the large bias reduction characteristic of spamfMRI.

spamfMRI reduces bias of BOLD activity to large veins by attributing task-related phase

changes found in voxels adjacent to large veins to the source of the phase changes - the

large veins. In Fig 3.6 voxels outlined in white indicate the two voxels adjacent to the

large vein depicted in Fig 3.6C. These voxels are highly significant (F > 10) in both the
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phase and combfMRI methods of measuring BOLD activity (Fig 3.4B-C, 3.6B). But

because these voxels are spatially offset from the large vein source they increase the

spatial extent of BOLD activity generated by the vein. With spamfMRI these voxels are

not significant. Instead, spamfMRI attributes the phase changes in these voxels to

adjacent voxels with correlated magnitude components that likely overlap with the large

vein. The fSNR benefits of this reassignment can be seen in Fig 3.4 and Fig 3.5.

Consequently, many voxels with sub-threshold magnitude fSNR become significant with

spamfMRI. Fig 3.6D shows the percentage of voxels significant (F > 10) for all methods

of measuring BOLD activity (except phase) averaged across subjects. The color scheme

is the same as in Fig 3.6B. Measuring BOLD activity using the magnitude component

accounts for 68 +/- 0.6% of significant voxels. Using spamfMRI to measure BOLD

activity accounts for an additional 26 +/- 0.9% of all significant voxels. combfMRI

accounts for 14 +/- 0.8% of significant voxels, 6 +/- 1.0% of which are voxels high in

phase fSNR but low in magnitude fSNR. This 6% not accounted for by either the

magnitude or spamfMRI measures of BOLD activity is the large vein bias removed when

using spamfMRI. Note, although these percentages were derived using a significance

threshold of F > 10, various thresholds were tested all which gave similar results.

       

spamfMRI yields optimal classification performance

To ensure that including phase from large veins did not decrease overall

information available in the BOLD signal we also examined whether each method

affected classification performance. Classification was performed on the 12 validation
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movie clips using linear discriminant analysis (McLauchlan, 1992). For a given method

of measuring BOLD activity, the top n fSNR voxels were used to evaluate classification

performance. Fig 3.7A shows classification accuracy for one subject as a function of the

number of voxels included in the classifier. For all subjects and methods tested

(magnitude, combfMRI, and spamfMRI), peak classification accuracy was achieved with

roughly 40-50 voxels. Including more than 50 voxels reduced classification performance

due to the lower fSNR of the included voxels and overfitting given the limited number of

repeats and number of clips to classify (Dougherty and Brun, 2006). Therefore, we

compared classification accuracy across methods at n = 40 voxels. For the subject shown

in Fig 3.7A combfMRI was found to improve classification performance relative to the

magnitude method (p < 0.01) going from 87% to 88% correct. spamfMRI allowed for

90% of the 12 clips to be correctly classified. This was significantly better than the

performance of combfMRI (p < 0.001). Chance performance was 1/12 = 8%. 

Absolute percent improvement in classification performance by including phase

tended to be larger for subjects with poorer classification performance. Therefore, to

compare the effect of the method used on classification performance across subjects, we

computed the percent error reduction of the combfMRI and spamfMRI methods relative

to the magnitude method. For the subject in Fig 3.7A percent error of the magnitude

method at n = 40 is 100-87 = 13%. Percent error reduction for spamfMRI would then be

(90-87)/13*100% = 23%. Across all subjects, the average percent error reduction for

combfMRI and spamfMRI was significantly different from zero percent (p < 0.01, 5%

and 16% respectively).  spamfMRI also significantly improved classification percent
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error reduction over combfMRI (p < 0.01). These results suggest that including the phase

component from large veins actually increases the overall information contained in the

BOLD signal. These results also suggest that considering the distribution of phase and

magnitude fSNR around large veins is essential for optimal use of the complex-valued

BOLD signal.
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Figure 3.6. Bias reduction using spamfMRI. A) Typical magnitude and phase F-values
overlaid on one slice. Green: high phase, red: high magnitude, yellow: high phase and
magnitude fSNR. The lack of yellow voxels reflects independence of phase and
magnitude fSNR. B) Significant voxels (F > 10) of all methods tested except phase. Red:
all methods except phase, green: combfMRI only, blue: spamfMRI only, yellow:
combfMRI and spamfMRI only. The combfMRI method increases bias to large veins
(green voxels). C) Reference EPI slice. Large veins appear as dark voxels. D) Percentage
of significant voxels from each method averaged across subjects. Legend same as in (B).
Error is given as SE. The voxels outlined in white indicate the two voxels with highest
phase F-values in the slice. These voxels adjacent to the large vein are significant using
combfMRI but not significant when using spamfMRI. 

Figure 3.7. Classification performance. A) Typical classification accuracy (12 movie
clips) as a function of number of voxels used for magnitude, combfMRI and spamfMRI
methods. The top n F-value voxels (selected from the training dataset) were used.
combfMRI improves classification performance over the magnitude method (p < 0.01).
spamfMRI improves performance over combfMRI (p < 0.001). Error bars shown are
cross-validated SEM. B) Classification percent error reduction relative to magnitude
classification performance. Data are averaged across subjects. Error bars are SE. 

3.4 Discussion

Assumptions of spamfMRI

Our spamfMRI method makes two key assumptions about the BOLD signal. The
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first assumption is that magnitude and phase components of the BOLD signal are

independent estimates of a single timecourse (see Appendix A.3 for details). As long as

magnitude and phase are estimates of a single timecourse and have some amount of noise

independent from each other, our weighted sum of magnitude and phase will yield an

fSNR improved measure of BOLD activity. Previous studies on the noise of magnitude

and phase components of the BOLD signal makes this first assumption a reasonable one

(Petridou et al., 2009). This assumption is important because it drastically reduces the

number of parameters to fit in our spamfMRI measure of BOLD activity. Previous

complex-valued fMRI studies fit separate stimulus parameters for real and imaginary

components of their data. Thus, although they doubled the amount of data by including

the phase component of the BOLD signal, they also doubled the number of parameters

that need to be fit (Rowe, 2005; Lee et al., 2007). Because our spamfMRI method

assumes that the magnitude and phase components of the BOLD signal are estimates of a

single timecourse, we double the amount of data but only need to fit three more

parameters than standard magnitude BOLD fMRI experiments: Fm,  Fp and r. In this study,

we fit these parameters using a separate (training) dataset to avoid circularity in our

methods comparison. However, in practice these parameters do not need to be fit on a

separate dataset.  

The second assumption spamfMRI makes is that one source of BOLD activity may

be large veins on the order of the size of a voxel. For such large veins, high phase fSNR

voxels tend to be adjacent to high magnitude fSNR voxels. This implies that voxels of

high magnitude fSNR have low phase fSNR while voxels of high phase fSNR have low
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magnitude fSNR. Previous complex-valued fMRI studies did not allow for this. Instead,

they assumed that veins as a source of BOLD activity were small enough such that the

source of the phase and magnitude changes corresponded to the same voxel (assumed

only intravascular task-related phase changes) (Menon, 2002; Rowe, 2005). 

The results presented here suggests the assumptions of spamfMRI are valid. If the

assumptions were invalid, combfMRI would not yield improved fSNR relative to

magnitude measures of BOLD activity and spamfMRI would not yield improved fSNR

relative to combfMRI measures of BOLD activity.

Spatial unwrapping of phase

Spatial unwrapping of phase is a common preprocessing step in studies using the

phase component of MR images (Reichenbach et al., 2000; Hammond et al., 2008).

Susceptibility weighted venography studies require spatial phase unwrapping for veins to

be discernible in phase images (Hammond et al., 2008).  Although this is the first

complex-valued fMRI study utilizing spatial phase unwrapping, we assert that spatial

unwrapping of phase images is also a crucial preprocessing step for complex-valued

fMRI studies. Without spatial unwrapping, phase images are contaminated by slow

varying global field inhomogeneities which vary as a function of head motion, breathing,

and other non-task-related effects (Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001;  Petridou et al.,

2009). While such effects can reduce the fSNR of the phase component, they can also

introduce artifactual task-related phase changes. This can happen when breathing and/or

head motion is correlated with the task. Because these artifactual task-related phase
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changes are global in nature, they appear as large regions of high phase fSNR irrespective

of underlying tissue type (e.g. gray matter, white matter, or vein) (Rowe, 2005; Rowe et

al., 2007).  Spatially unwrapping phase images eliminates such artifactual task-related

phase changes and ensures that task-related phase changes are due to BOLD effects. 

Spatial unwrapping of phase images is also important in complex-valued fMRI

because it allows for motion correction of the phase images using the same reslicing

algorithms applied to magnitude images. Subject motion has a large effect on fMRI data

quality (Hajnal et al., 1994; Thacker et al., 1999). As such virtually all fMRI experiments

include a motion correction preprocessing step (Oakes et al., 2005). However, because

phase is a circular variable, standard motion correction algorithms cannot be applied

directly to phase images. By spatially unwrapping the phase images, most phase values in

the brain are close to zero (Fig 3.1B)  and phase values can be approximated to be on a

linear scale. Thus motion correction of the phase images can be done by reslicing

unwrapped phase images based on the motion estimates from the corresponding

magnitude images. Omission of the spatial phase unwrapping step would explain why

prior complex-valued fMRI studies did not report the use of motion correction. However,

complex-valued fMRI experiments could potentially benefit from the development and

application of motion correction and co-registration algorithms designed for circular

variables.

Finally, by spatially unwrapping phase images, temporal phase unwrapping

becomes a less crucial part of data preprocessing. Previous complex-valued fMRI studies

relied on temporal phase unwrapping due to temporal discontinuities between phase
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values of -& and &. However, temporal phase unwrapping is unreliable under low phase

SNR conditions (Rowe et al., 2007). With spatial unwrapping, most phase values in the

brain are close to zero. Adding the fact that task-related phase changes are on the order of

0.1 radians (Menon, 2002; Lee et al., 2007), the timecourse of spatially unwrapped phase

images rarely jump between -& and &. Thus spatial unwrapping makes temporal

unwrapping of phase in complex-valued fMRI practically unnecessary. 

Large vein bias reduction in spamfMRI

It should be emphasized that the spamfMRI method of measuring BOLD activity

presented in this study does not reduce large vein bias relative to standard magnitude

BOLD fMRI. spamfMRI is designed to minimize large vein bias relative to previous

complex-valued fMRI studies by attributing task-related phase changes to neighboring

voxels containing the veins that generated the phase changes. It is well known that the

majority of the BOLD signal in magnitude fMRI studies comes from large draining veins

(Duong et al., 2003; Hulvershorn et al., 2004). In contrast to methods that suppress

BOLD activity from large veins, spamfMRI attempts to use this large vein source of

BOLD activity as efficiently as possible, while preserving the rest of the magnitude

BOLD activity contributed by smaller venules and capillaries. 

Although spamfMRI is not a method for reducing bias of BOLD activity toward

large veins relative to standard magnitude BOLD fMRI, it does give insight on ways to

improve methods that are. Prior methods that use phase information to reduce large vein

bias relative to standard magnitude BOLD fMRI (Menon, 2002;  Nencka and Rowe,
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2007) assumed the source of task-related phase and magnitude changes correspond to the

same voxel. Thus, the phase component of a given voxel was only used to penalize the

magnitude component of the same voxel. The results of our study suggest that phase

fSNR and magnitude fSNR are independent, so that voxels with high phase fSNR tend to

be spatially offset from voxels with high magnitude fSNR. Given this spatial distribution

of magnitude and phase fSNR, future studies on large vein bias reduction may benefit

from considering the neighborhood approach used by spamfMRI. 

Magnitude and phase fSNR at higher spatial resolutions

Previous complex-valued fMRI studies reported increasing benefits of complex-

valued fMRI at higher spatial resolutions. These benefits also apply to spamfMRI. In

general, fSNR per voxel is linearly proportional to voxel volume. Incorporating the phase

component of the BOLD signal can help make up for some of the signal loss at higher

spatial resolutions. This is especially true in the presence of large veins. Under this

condition the relationship between fSNR and voxel volume becomes non-linear 

(Fig 3.3A). As spatial resolution increases, the field distortions sampled by a given voxel

vary less. With less field variation within a voxel, less signal dephasing can take place

and thus magnitude fSNR decreases. This decrease in magnitude fSNR is in addition to

the linear decrease due to reduced volume of protons within a voxel. But because the

field distribution varies less, more net task-related phase changes are possible. Thus some

voxels would actually see an increase in phase fSNR as spatial resolution increases. This

is analogous to the partial volume effect on magnitude fSNR as a function of voxel size
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(Geyer et al., 1999; Geissler et al., 2005; Weibull et al.,2008). Therefore we expect the

benefits of spamfMRI to increase when applied to higher resolution fMRI studies.

Simplifying complex-valued fMRI

Previous complex-valued fMRI methods require the use of special complex

regression analysis to handle the phase and magnitude (2D) timecourses (Rowe, 2005;

Rowe et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007). However, our spamfMRI method for combining

phase and magnitude can be interpreted as utilizing the phase component of BOLD

activity to generate an fSNR-enhanced version of the magnitude component. This fSNR-

enhanced magnitude component can then subjected to the exact same statistical analysis

performed on standard magnitude measures of BOLD activity. In other words, spamfMRI

is compatible with standard magnitude fMRI analysis pipelines.

Conclusions

In this study, we introduced a novel method for measuring complex-valued BOLD

activity that takes into consideration the distribution of magnitude and phase fSNR

around large veins. We showed that this method, spamfMRI, improves fSNR over

previous measures of BOLD activity. We also showed that using spamfMRI to combine

magnitude and phase actually increased the overall information available in the BOLD

signal as measured by movie clip classification accuracy. Finally we showed that

spamfMRI can reduce bias toward large veins by attributing task-related phase changes to

neighboring voxels likely to contain the large vein that generated those changes. 
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As fMRI experiments utilize higher spatial resolutions, the distribution of phase

and magnitude fSNR will become important for a wider range of vein sizes. Thus, we

expect that the benefits of spamfMRI will only increase when applied to future fMRI

studies.
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Chapter 4: The vascular contribution to semantic category

area localization in BOLD fMRI

Numerous studies have shown that gradient-echo blood oxygen level dependent

(BOLD) fMRI is biased toward large draining veins. However, the impact of this large

vein bias in the localization and measurement of semantic category areas has not been

examined. Here we address this issue by comparing standard magnitude measures of

BOLD activity in FFA and PPA to those obtained using a novel method that suppresses

the contribution of large draining veins: source-localized phase regressor (sPR). Unlike

previous suppression methods that utilize the phase component of the BOLD signal, sPR

yields robust and unbiased suppression of large draining veins even in voxels with no

task-related phase changes. This is confirmed in ideal simulated data as well as in

FFA/PPA localization data from four subjects. We find that approximately 38% of right

PPA, 14% of left PPA, 16% of right FFA, and 6% of left FFA voxels predominantly

reflect signal from large draining veins. Surprisingly, with the contributions from large

veins suppressed we also find that semantic category representation in PPA actually tends

to be lateralized to the left rather than the right hemisphere. Furthermore we find that

semantic category areas larger in volume and higher in fSNR tend to have more

contributions from large veins. These results suggest that previous studies using gradient-

echo BOLD fMRI were biased toward semantic category areas that receive relatively

greater contributions from large veins. 
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4.1 Background 

Studies using BOLD fMRI rely on the assumption that differences in strength of

task-related BOLD activity reflect differences in strength of underlying neural activity.

Comparisons of BOLD activity to neural activity in individual regions of cortex have

warranted this assumption (for review see Logothetis and Wandell, 2004). However,

studies on the representation of semantic categories often assume that BOLD fMRI can

be used to infer neural differences across cortical regions and across subjects. This

assumption may be unwarranted. Given the bias of BOLD fMRI toward large veins,

BOLD activity differences across cortical regions and across subjects may simply reflect

differences in vein size (Lai et al., 1993; Haacke et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1996; Jochimsen

et al., 2004). 

In spite of the bias toward large veins, fMRI studies comparing BOLD activity

across cortical regions have strongly shaped our understanding of semantic representation

in the human brain. Early studies suggested that distinct areas of cortex are responsible

for the representation of specific semantic categories: faces (Kanwisher et al., 1997),

places (Epstein et al., 1998), and body parts (Downing et al., 2001). However, areas

selective for other semantic categories have yet to be discovered and much of visual

cortex remains to be functionally characterized (Downing et al., 2006; Spiridon et al.,

2006; Reddy and Kanwisher, 2006). These results led to the hypothesis that

representation of other semantic categories are not represented in cortical areas but by the

fine scaled pattern of activity across cortex (Haxby et al., 2001; Ewbank et al., 2005).

However, because gradient-echo BOLD fMRI is biased toward large veins, the rarity of
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semantic category areas may simply reflect a bias in the distribution of vein size toward

specific regions of interest (ROIs).

Studies using gradient-echo BOLD fMRI have also suggested that semantic

category representation is right hemisphere lateralized (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Epstein

and Kanwisher, 1998; Downing et al., 2006; Spiridon et al., 2006). In these studies, right

PPA tends to be larger in size and higher in functional SNR (fSNR, measured using

appropriate t-value contrasts) than left PPA. FFA tends to be even more right hemisphere

lateralized than PPA. In addition to finding right FFA larger in size and higher in fSNR

than left FFA, for some subjects the left FFA is not found at all (Kanwisher et al., 1997;

Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004; Spiridon et al., 2006). These results suggest that semantic

representation in the human brain is heavily right hemisphere lateralized. However,

because BOLD fMRI is biased toward large veins, the laterality of semantic

representation may simply reflect the general trend that veins are larger in the right

hemisphere (Di Chiro, 1972; Durgun et al., 1993; Ayanzen et al., 2000; Stoquart-

ElSankari et al., 2009). Thus, we hypothesize that the laterality and apparent paucity of

semantic category areas are due to bias in the distribution of vein size toward specific

regions of interest (ROIs). If our hypothesis is true, ROIs larger in size and higher in

fSNR will have larger contributions from large veins. 

To evaluate this hypothesis we first develop a novel method for suppressing the

large vein contribution to BOLD activity: source-localized phase regressor (sPR). We

then measure ROI size and fSNR with and without large vein suppression to quantify the

amount of large vein contribution to individual ROIs. sPR builds upon the phase
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regressor (PR) large vein suppression method developed by Menon (2002) with two key

improvements (see Large vein suppression methods for details). First, sPR utilizes an

unbiased least squares loss function to avoid the overcorrection of large vein

contributions reported by Nencka and Rowe (2007). Second, sPR utilizes task-related

phase changes in neighboring voxels to suppress large vein contributions in voxels with

poor phase fSNR. Thus sPR is able to suppress large veins roughly the size of a voxel, as

well as those near the magic angle (i.e. the angle, ~54o, between a vein and B0 which

results in zero intravascular phase accrual; Reichenbach et al., 2000; Menon, 2002).

Together, these improvements allow sPR to yield robust, unbiased suppression of large

vein contributions even in voxels with no task-related phase changes.  

The first portion of our study validates the sPR method by comparing it to the

original PR method under various simulated magnitude and phase fSNR conditions.

Through this simulation we demonstrate that sPR yields robust and unbiased suppression

of large vein contributions. The second portion of our study compares standard

magnitude measures of BOLD activity in FFA and PPA to those obtained using sPR large

vein suppression. Through this study, we quantify the large vein contributions to

individual ROIs and reveal the relationship between ROI size, fSNR and large vein

contributions. We also discuss how our results affect interpretation of BOLD activity

measured using gradient-echo BOLD fMRI.  

4.2 Large vein suppression methods

Previous studies have developed methods for suppressing large vein contributions
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to BOLD activity using standard gradient-echo pulse sequences (Menon, 2002; Nencka

and Rowe, 2007). In contrast to most BOLD fMRI studies that only use the magnitude

component of the BOLD signal, these large vein suppression methods utilize the entire

complex-valued BOLD signal: both magnitude and phase components (Fig 4.1). Taking

note that task-related phase changes come exclusively from large veins, these large vein

suppression techniques penalize task-related magnitude changes based on the amount of

ftask-related phase changes in a given voxel. These techniques are attractive because they

do not require pulse sequence modification or reductions in spatial/temporal resolution.

However, these techniques have limitations. Nencka and Rowe (2007) cautioned against

the use of these large vein suppression techniques given their tendency to over- or under-

correct for large vein contributions. Furthermore, these large vein suppression techniques

assume that voxels containing large veins will have high phase fSNR. This assumption

begins to breakdown for large veins roughly the size of a voxel as well as for veins near

the magic angle (Reichenbach et al., 2000; Menon, 2002). Because these large vein

suppression methods depend on task-related phase changes, low phase fSNR voxels will

be poorly suppressed. 
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Figure 4.1. Task-related phase and magnitude changes in the complex plane.

Figure 4.2. Magnetic field off resonance distribution around the cross section of a large
vein perpendicular to the main magnetic field. This is a simulation calculated using the
venogram scan parameters in our study and assuming a typical blood oxygenation
fraction of 0.54 (Haacke et al., 1995). The distribution is sampled by ten voxels: nine
small and one large. The small voxel outlined in green covers the entire cross section of
the vein but samples only a limited portion of the off resonance distribution. This voxel
has high magnitude fSNR but low phase fSNR because the field distortions sampled by it
vary strongly and symmetrically around 0 Hz. The small voxels outlined in blue sample
from the field distribution adjacent to the vein. These voxels have low magnitude fSNR
but high phase fSNR because the field distortions sampled by them vary weakly and tend
to be of a single polarity. The voxels outlined in yellow sample portions of the field
distribution that are mostly on resonance. These voxels have very little magnitude and
phase fSNR. The large voxel outlined in black covers the entire cross section of the vein
and samples most of the off resonance distribution. This voxel, as the one outlined in
green, has high magnitude fSNR but low phase fSNR. Large voxels adjacent to this voxel
outlined in black would sample mostly on resonance portions of the field distribution.
They would have very little magnitude and phase fSNR.

To address these limitations, we developed our own unbiased and robust method
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for large vein suppression based on the phase regressor (PR) method of Menon (2002).

As in Menon (2002), we define the large vein suppressed microvascular BOLD signal,

Smirco , as the magnitude component of the BOLD signal, Sm , minus the large vein

macrovascular BOLD signal, Smacro . Thus, Smicro can be mathematically expressed

as:

Smicro ! S m!S macro . [4.1]

Smacro is defined as the linear least-squares fit of the phase component of the BOLD

signal, S p , to the magnitude component, Sm . Mathematically, Smacro can be

expressed as: 

Smacro ! b0
*!b1

*S p [4.2]

where

b0
* , b1

*! argmin
b0,b1

L !b0,b1! . [4.3]

In Menon (2002) the chi squared loss function was used:  

  LChiSq !b0,b1! "!
t!1

N

!Sm!t !"b0!b1S
p!t !!2! "#m

2!b1! p
2 ! [4.4]

Minimizing LChiSq with respect to b0 and b1  yields the PR measure of BOLD

activity for the ith voxel at time t given by:  

S i
PR!t ! " S i

m!t !"b1
*S i

p!t ! [4.6]

where

b1
* !"B!!!B2!4AC !" #2A ! , [4.7]
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A ! r!"Sm!2"2 , [4.8]

B !! !S p!2"r! Sm , [4.9]

C !"#$#S p Sm!"r!"Sm!2!"2 , [4.10]

and

r ! sign "corr "Sm ,S p!! . [4.11]

Sm and Sp are the z-scored magnitude and phase components of the complex-valued

BOLD signal, respectively. corr !Sm , S p! is the temporal correlation between Sm and Sp

and is calculated from a separate run in our FFA/PPA localization experiment. The PR

method derived here is identical to the method used in Menon (2002) except that a linear

(as opposed to quartic) b1 term is used in the denominator of the loss function. This

allows us to express b1
* in closed form. However, because LChiSq  includes b1 in the

denominator, b1
* and therefore Smacro tends to be overestimated. To address this, we

used the unbiased ordinary least squares loss function:

LOLS !b0,b1! "!
t!1

N

!Sm !t !"b0!b1S
p !t !!2 . [4.12]

Because LOLS does not include b1 in the denominator, it does not overestimate

Smacro .

To address the poor suppression of large veins roughly the size of a voxel and

those near the magic angle, we take advantage of the magnitude and phase fSNR

distribution around such veins (Fig 4.2). Voxels that contain a large vein roughly the size

of a voxel (as the one outlined in green in Fig 4.2) have high magnitude but low phase
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fSNR. This is because the field distortions sampled by these voxels vary strongly and

symmetrically around 0 Hz. Intravascular task-related phase changes in these voxels will

contribute minimally due to the short T2* of venous blood relative to that of the

parenchyma (Reichenbach and Haacke, 1998). Thus, using the weak task-related phase

changes in these voxels yields poor suppression. However, voxels adjacent to veins (as

the ones outlined in blue in Fig 4.2) have low magnitude but high phase fSNR. This is

because the field distortions sampled by these voxels vary weakly and tend to be of a

single polarity. By using the high phase fSNR from these vein-adjacent voxels, we can

correctly suppress BOLD activity from large vein containing voxels with poor phase

fSNR. Because veins are the source of the high phase fSNR in the vein-adjacent voxels,

we call our novel technique: source-localized phase regressor (sPR).

Minimizing LOLS with respect to b0 and b1 yields the sPR measure of

BOLD activity for the ith voxel at time t given by:  

S i
sPR!t ! " S i

m!t !"corr !S i
m , S k *

p !Sk *
p !t ! [4.13]

where k* is the index of the voxel whose phase component is most correlated with the

magnitude component of voxel i. In our simulation study, we limit k* to be i (a one-voxel

neighborhood) so that the difference in loss function between PR and sPR is directly

compared. However, in order to suppress large vein containing voxels with poor phase

fSNR in our FFA/PPA localization study we allow k* to be within the seven-voxel

neighborhood of voxels adjacent to and including voxel i. 

4.3 Computer simulation study
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To verify that sPR suppresses BOLD activity from large veins without

overcorrection, here we compare PR and sPR suppression of simulated complex-valued

BOLD activity. 

Methods

Simulated BOLD activity was generated with 14 alternating 16 second stimulus-

off and stimulus-on blocks using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). For simplicity,

the hemodynamic response function was modeled as a unit impulse function with zero

delay. The expected fSNR of both magnitude and phase timecourses was varied from 0 to

10 in steps of 0.1. Expected fSNR is defined as: !"on!"off !"# noise , where !on and

!off are the expected responses to stimulus-on and stimulus-off conditions, respectively

and !noise is the expected standard deviation of the normally distributed noise. For each

method of suppression, one simulation was done for each pair of magnitude and phase

fSNR yielding a total of 2 x 101 x 101 =  20402 simulations. fSNR of the simulated large

vein suppressed BOLD activity was calculated as

! "S on!"S off !"#std !S on!"2!std !S off !"2! , where "Son and !Soff are the mean responses

to stimulus-on and stimulus-off conditions, respectively. Averaging across repeated

simulations was not done to preserve the random effect of noise under low fSNR

conditions. 

Results

To study the effect of loss function on large vein suppression, we compared PR
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and sPR suppression of simulated complex-valued BOLD activity. This was done for

various magnitude and phase fSNR conditions. Fig 4.3 shows the simulation of large vein

suppression in a voxel containing a large vein. In this regime, both the phase and

magnitude fSNR are high (t-value = 5.16, t-value = 5.08, respectively; Figs 4.3A,B). The

linear fits of phase to magnitude using LChiSq (blue) and LOLS (cyan) loss functions are

plotted in Fig 4.3B. Using LChiSq yields larger absolute fits (e.g. larger b1
* values). In

this regime, both PR (blue, Fig 4.3C) and sPR (cyan, Fig 4.3D) yield good suppression of

BOLD activity. However, PR exhibits slightly stronger suppression than sPR (t-value =

0.25 versus t-value = 0.50, respectively).   

Fig 4.4 shows the simulation of large vein suppression in a voxel with no large

vein contribution. In this regime, phase fSNR is low while magnitude fSNR is high (t-

value = -0.10, t-value = 5.21, respectively; Figs 4.4A,B). The linear fits of phase to

magnitude using LChiSq (blue) and LOLS (cyan) loss functions are plotted in Fig 4.4B.

Using LChiSq in this regime also yields larger absolute fits (e.g. larger b1
* values). Both

PR (blue, Fig 4.4C) and sPR (cyan, Fig 4.4D) yield good preservation of the magnitude

BOLD activity. This is the desired effect in this regime because there is no large vein

contribution. However, PR does exhibit some unwanted suppression while sPR does not

(t-value = 4.38 versus t-value = 5.16, respectively).   
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Figure 4.3. Simulated large vein suppression in a voxel containing a large vein. In this
regime, both phase and magnitude fSNR are high. A) Phase timecourse is plotted in green
(t-value = 5.16). Gray dashes indicate stimulus-on periods. B) Magnitude timecourse is
plotted in red (t-value = 5.08). Linear fits of phase to magnitude using LChiSq and
LOLS are plotted in blue and cyan, respectively. Using LChiSq yields larger absolute

fits (e.g. larger b1
* values). C) PR large vein suppressed timecourse is plotted in blue (t-

value = 0.25).  PR model fit timecourse is plotted in black. D) sPR large vein suppressed
timecourse is plotted in cyan (t-value = 0.50).  sPR model fit timecourse is plotted in
black. In this regime, both PR and sPR show good suppression of BOLD activity. PR
exhibits slightly stronger suppression than sPR. 
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Figure 4.4. Simulated large vein suppression in a voxel with no large vein contribution.
In this regime, phase fSNR is low but magnitude fSNR is high. A) Phase timecourse is
plotted in green (t-value = -0.10). Gray dashes indicate stimulus-on periods. B)
Magnitude timecourse is plotted in red (t-value = 5.21). Linear fits of phase to magnitude
using LChiSq and LOLS are plotted in blue and cyan, respectively. Using LChiSq yields
larger absolute fits (e.g. larger b1

* values). C) PR large vein suppressed timecourse is
plotted in blue (t-value = 4.38).  PR model fit timecourse is plotted in black. D) sPR large
vein suppressed timecourse is plotted in cyan (t-value = 5.16).  sPR model fit timecourse
is plotted in black. In this regime, both PR and sPR show good preservation of magnitude
BOLD activity. sPR exhibits slightly better preservation than PR. 
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Figure 4.5. Simulated large vein suppression in a voxel adjacent to a large vein. In this
regime, phase fSNR is high but magnitude fSNR is low. A) Phase timecourse is plotted in
green (t-value = 4.55). Gray dashes indicate stimulus-on periods. B) Magnitude
timecourse is plotted in red (t-value = 0.02). Linear fits of phase to magnitude using
LChiSq and LOLS are plotted in blue and cyan, respectively. Using LChiSq yields larger

absolute fits (e.g. larger b1
* values). C) PR large vein suppressed timecourse is plotted

in blue (t-value = -1.22).  PR model fit timecourse is plotted in black. D) sPR large vein
suppressed timecourse is plotted in cyan (t-value = -0.02).  sPR model fit timecourse is
plotted in black. In this regime, PR overestimates b1

* resulting in artifactual BOLD
activity. sPR yields unbiased estimates of b1

* and correctly estimates the large vein
suppressed BOLD timecourse as the magnitude timecourse.

Fig 4.5 shows the simulation of large vein suppression in a voxel adjacent to a

large vein. In this regime, phase fSNR is high while magnitude fSNR is low (t-value =
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4.55, t-value = 0.02, respectively; Figs 4.5A,B). Using LChiSq in this regime clearly

results in overestimation of b1
* (blue, Fig 4.5B). Because in this simulation both

magnitude and phase t-values are positive, the overestimation of b1
* generates

artifactual negative BOLD activity (blue, t-value = -1.22, Fig 4.5C). Using LOLS does

not result in overestimation of b1
* (cyan, Fig 4.5B). Instead, sPR yields a large vein

suppresed timecourse almost identical to the magnitude timecourse (cyan, t-value = -0.02,

Fig 4.5D). In this regime, this is the desired effect because there is little task-related

magnitude BOLD activity to suppress.

The results of applying PR and sPR on simulated complex-valued BOLD activity

under a range of magnitude and phase fSNR conditions is shown in Fig 4.6. The expected

fSNR for both magnitude and phase timecourses was varied from 0 to 10 in steps of 0.1.

Averaging across repeated simulations was not done to preserve the random effect of

noise under low magnitude fSNR conditions. Under the conditions when large veins

contribute to BOLD activity (high phase, high magnitude fSNR conditions) both PR and

sPR yield robust suppression of fSNR (Figs 4.6A,B). Under the conditions when large

veins do not contribute to BOLD activity (low phase fSNR conditions) both PR and sPR

methods preserve magnitude fSNR. However, under the conditions when a voxel is

adjacent to a large vein (high phase, low magnitude fSNR conditions) PR overcorrects

yielding artifactual positive or negative fSNR (Fig 4.6A). sPR does not exhibit this

overcorrection (Fig 4.6B). These results demonstrate that sPR provides robust and

unbiased suppression without introducing artifactual BOLD activity.  Given these results,

we use sPR to suppress large vein contributions to BOLD activity in our FFA/PPA
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localization experiment. 

Figure 4.6. Simulated large vein suppression as a function of phase and magnitude fSNR
plotted for  A) PR and B) sPR. PR overcorrects for large vein contributions. This results
in artifactual non-zero t-values at low magnitude fSNRs. sPR does not overcorrect for
large vein contributions. 

4.4 FFA/PPA localization study

Here we invesigate the impact of large vein bias on the localization and

measurement of semantic category areas. To do this, we compare standard magnitude

measures of BOLD activity in FFA and PPA to those obtained using sPR large vein

suppression. Through this study, we quantify the large vein contributions to individual

ROIs and reveal the relationship between ROI size, fSNR and large vein contributions. 

Methods

All MR data were collected with a whole-head volume radio frequency coil on the

4 Tesla Varian (Palo Alto, CA) INOVA scanner at UC Berkeley and reconstructed using

Recon Tools written by the Berkeley Imaging Center. Procedures were approved by the
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UC Berkeley Committee for the Protection for Human Subjects and performed on four

subjects who gave written informed consent.

FFA/PPA Localization   

FFA and PPA were localized using standard methods (Spiridon et al., 2006). The

stimuli consisted of images from three categories: inanimate objects, human faces, and

places. Each category contained 20 colored exemplars downloaded from the public

Caltech 256 database (http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/Caltech256/).

Stimuli were presented at 500x500 pixels, extending across 20° of the visual field. A

white fixation point was visible at all times.

Four subjects were scanned for two 384 second runs. The first run was set aside

and used only to estimate the temporal correlation between magnitude and phase

components. These temporal correlations were then applied to the responses of the

second run for calculation of the sPR measure of BOLD activity and t-value contrasts.

This prevented circularity in our sPR method. Each run consisted of six sets of four 16

second blocks. In a given set, each of the first three blocks consisted entirely of

exemplars from one of the three categories shown 0.8 seconds appart. The fourth block

was blank to compensate for hemodynamic delay. The order of categories in the first

three blocks were pseudo-random such that each category was presented six times per

run. While fixating, subjects performed a one-back attention task throughout the runs to

ensure alertness. In the one-back task an image was randomly shown twice in a row,

signaling the subject to press a button. To localize FFA and PPA in each subject, t-values
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taking into account a six second hemodynamic delay were calculated for every voxel in

the fMRI volume for the following contrasts: faces vs inanimate objects and places vs

inanimate objects. FFA and PPA in both left and right hemispheres were defined for the

large vein suppressed and magnitude measures of BOLD activity as the largest cluster of

significant voxels (t-value >  3, p < 0.005) in the ventral temporal cortex of each

hemisphere. 

The scanning protocol consisted of 36 coronal slices collected using standard

gradient-echo EPI with voxel size 2.25 x 2.25 x 2.5 mm3, FOV 144 x 144 mm2, flip angle

72°, TR 2s, and TE 28ms. Motion correction was performed using SPM 99

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), supplemented by additional custom Matlab (The

Mathworks, Natick, MA) algorithms. Motion parameters were calculated from the

magnitude volumes and then subsequently applied to both magnitude and phase volumes

separately for reslicing. Prior to motion correction of the phase images, large scale phase

wrapping due to field inhomogeneities was removed on a slice by slice basis using

homodyne filtering (Noll et al., 1991; Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001). For each run and

each individual voxel, drift in both magnitude and phase voxel timecourses was removed

by fitting a third-degree polynomial. The timecourses were then z-scored (normalized to

mean 0.0 and standard deviation 1.0).

Quantification of l  arge vein contributions to ROIs  

To quantify the amount of large vein contribution to individual ROIs, we

computed the normalized size of each ROI after large vein suppression. Normalized ROI
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size is defined as the ratio of ROI size with and without large vein suppression.

Mathematically normalized ROI size can be expressed as:

N norm ! N sPR ! N mag ,

where N sPR and N mag are the number of voxels in a given ROI using sPR and the

standard magnitude measure of BOLD activity, respectively. The percentage of voxels

with large vein contributions can then be calculated as (1 - N norm ) * 100%. The

normalized ROI size, rather than the ROI size difference, was used to allow comparison

of ROI size across subjects. 

Correlation between   ROI size, fSNR and   l  arge vein contributions   

To correlate the amount of large vein contribution to the size and fSNR of

individual ROIs, we computed two metrics quantifying the amount of large vein

contribution to individual ROIs. The first metric was the ROI size difference (measured

in number of voxels) with versus without sPR large vein suppression. Values close to zero

indicate no large vein contribution. Larger negative values indicate more large vein

contributions. The ROI size difference metric measures the number of voxels that are

significant (t-value > 3, p < 0.005) after large vein suppression. Thus it fails to capture

suppression in voxels that remain significant (Fig 4.7). In order to capture the suppression

in all voxels of an ROI, the second metric used was the difference between mean ROI t-

values with versus without sPR large vein suppression. Values close to zero indicate no

large vein contribution. Larger negative values indicate more large vein contributions.

This metric is equally sensitive to suppression of both low and high magnitude t-values.
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The correlations between these two metrics, ROI size and ROI fSNR without large vein

suppression were calculated.   

Quantification of hemisphere laterality

To quantify the hemisphere laterality of FFA and PPA we calculated an ROI size

laterality index and an fSNR laterality index for each subject's FFA and PPA separately.

For a given subject and ROI, ROI size laterality is defined as:

N lat
ROI ! "N r

ROI!N l
ROI !"#N r

ROI!N l
ROI ! ,

where N r
ROI and N l

ROI are the number of voxels in an ROI in the right and left

hemispheres, respectively. For a given subject and ROI, fSNR laterality is defined as:

t lat
ROI ! "#t r

ROI!"t l
ROI !"#$t r

ROI!"t l
ROI ! ,

where !t r
ROI and !t l

ROI are the mean t-values of an ROI (as defined without large vein

suppression) in the right and left hemispheres, respectively. For both indices, positive

values indicate right hemisphere laterality and negative values indicate left hemisphere

laterality. To determine if hemisphere laterality could be due to a lateral bias in vein size,

these indices were calculated with and without sPR large vein suppression. 

Venograms

Susceptibility weighted venograms were collected and preprocessed using

standard methods (Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001). Venograms were collected for

ground truth on the location of veins and to insure that our large vein suppression method

was indeed targeting large veins. The 2D gradient-echo venogram scan parameters were:
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voxel size 1.0x1.0x1.0 mm3, FOV 192x192mm2, flip angle 75°, TR 4.21s, TE 26ms. The

slice prescription covered 96 coronal slices of the most posterior portion of the brain

matching the spatial coverage of our fMRI data. Homodyne filtering was done on a slice

by slice basis in Matlab to remove large scale phase wrapping due to field

inhomogeneities. Minimum intensity projection was performed in the axial plane on a

sliding slab of three slices to match the spatial resolution of the fMRI experiment. Finally,

the venograms were manually coregistered to the first functional volume of the fMRI

experiment of each subject using custom software. 

4.5 Results

sPR reveals large vein contributions to ROIs

Representative t-value contrasts for the localization of PPA is shown in Fig 4.8.

The magnitude t-values of the right PPA overlap entirely with a large vein (Fig 4.8A).

This large vein as well as others are shown as the low intensity voxels in the venogram of

Fig 4.8D (Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001). The phase t-values in this subject are weak in

voxels containing the large vein but strong in voxels adjacent to the vein (Fig 4.8B).

Given this, it is not surprising that using sPR with only a one-voxel-neighborhood yields

poor large vein suppression in right PPA (Fig 4.8C). With the full seven-voxel-

neighborhood, sPR is able to utilize the high phase fSNR voxels around the large vein

and correctly suppress the t-values in right PPA  (Fig 4.8E). This result suggests that

consideration of the magnitude and phase fSNR distribution around veins is crucial for

the suppression of large vein BOLD activity. For this subject, left PPA appears to lie on a
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small vein. Because the vein is small relative to the size of the voxels scanned, sPR only

weakly suppresses the t-values in the left PPA of this subject.

Fig 4.9 shows the size of each ROI with relative to without large vein suppression.

This normalized measure of ROI size allows us to determine how much smaller specific

ROIs are without large vein contributions on average across subjects. sPR large vein

suppression significantly reduces the ROI sizes of right PPA, left PPA and right FFA (p <

0.05). Specifically, it is estimated that 38 ± 7 % of right PPA, 14 ± 4 % of left PPA , 16 ±

7 % of right FFA, and 6 ± 8% of left FFA voxels reflect signal predominantly from large

draining veins. Notably, large vein contributions to the size of right PPA is significantly

greater than the contributions to other ROIs (p < 0.05). Left FFA does not have

significant large vein contributions. F-tests of these data reveals that the amount of large

vein contribution varies significantly across ROIs (p < 0.05). These results suggest that

the distribution of vein sizes is biased toward specific regions of interest (ROIs).
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Figure 4.7. sPR t-values plotted against magnitude t-values for right PPA voxels of one
typical subject. The linear fit is shown in red. Black lines indicate mean ROI t-values
measured using sPR and standard magnitude BOLD fMRI.  The dashed line shows the
significance level (t-value > 3, p < 0.005). Many high magnitude t-valued voxels are
reduced by large vein suppression but remain significant. 

Figure 4.8. Typical PPA t-values with and without large vein suppression overlaid on the
corresponding venogram. A) Magnitude t-values. The majority of right PPA coincides
with a large vein. B) Phase t-values (absolute value). The majority of high phase t-valued
voxels lie adjacent to the vein. C) Large vein suppressed t-values using sPR with a one-
voxel-neighborhood. In this case, sPR fails to suppress the large vein contributions to
right PPA because most of the high phase t-values lie adjacent to the vein. D)
Corresponding venogram slice. E) Large vein suppressed t-values using sPR with the full
seven-voxel-neighborhood. In this case, sPR utilizes the phase component of the BOLD
activity from neighboring voxels to correctly suppress the large vein contributions to
right PPA. The vein contributing to left PPA is too small to be suppressed using sPR. 
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Figure 4.9. Quantification of large vein contributions to specific ROIs. Normalized ROI
size is calculated for each ROI as the ratio of ROI size with and without sPR large vein
suppression. sPR significantly reduces ROI size for right PPA, left PPA and right FFA (p
< 0.05). Specifically, 38 ± 7 % of right PPA, 14 ± 4 % of left PPA , 16 ± 7 % of right
FFA, and 6 ± 8% of left FFA voxels predominantly reflect signal from large draining
veins. Error bars are SEM across subjects.

Large vein contributions as a function of ROI size and fSNR

To determine if prior studies on semantic representation were biased toward large

veins, we calculated the correlation between large vein contributions, ROI size and ROI

fSNR. Each ROI of each subject was treated as a separate data point. Fig 4.10A shows

the correlation between ROI size and the difference in ROI size with versus without large

vein suppression (r = -0.48, p < 0.05). Fig 4.10B shows the correlation between mean

ROI t-value and the difference in mean ROI t-value with versus without large vein

suppression (r = -0.59, p < 0.01). These results suggest that across cortical regions and

subjects, ROIs larger in size and higher in fSNR tend to have larger contributions from

large veins. 
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Large vein contributions to hemisphere laterality

To determine if the laterality of semantic representation simply reflects larger

veins in the right hemisphere we computed laterality indices of FFA and PPA with and

without large vein suppression (Fig 4.11). Positive laterality values indicate right

hemisphere lateralization. Negative values indicate left hemisphere lateralization.

Consistent with previous studies, without large vein suppression we find that both PPA

and FFA are right hemisphere lateralized in both size ( N lat
PPA = 0.09 ± 0.11, N lat

FFA =

0.34 ± 0.03, Fig 4.11A) and fSNR ( t lat
PPA  = 0.03 ± 0.02, t lat

FFA = 0.02 ± 0.02, Fig

4.11B). However, with large vein suppression we find that PPA is not right but left

hemisphere lateralized in size ( N lat
PPA = -0.15 ± 0.14) and fSNR ( t lat

PPA = -0.02 ± 0.02).

These differences in ROI size and fSNR lateralization with versus without large vein

suppression are significant (p < 0.02 and p < 0.05, respectively). With large vein

suppression, we find that FFA is still right hemisphere lateralized in size ( N lat
FFA = 0.26

± 0.05) and fSNR ( t lat
FFA  = 0.01 ± 0.03) although less so than without suppression (p =

0.08 and p = 0.18, respectively). These results suggest that the degree of right hemisphere

laterality of semantic category representation in the human brain is biased by larger

contributions from large veins in the right hemisphere. This is consistent with the

tendency for veins to be larger in the right hemisphere (Di Chiro, 1972; Durgun et al.,

1993; Ayanzen et al., 2000; Stoquart-ElSankari et al., 2009).
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Figure 4.10. Correlation between ROI size, mean t-value and large vein contribution
across ROIs of all subjects. Each data point represents a single ROI from a single subject.
A) Difference in ROI size with versus without sPR large vein suppression plotted against
ROI size (r = -0.48, p < 0.05). B) Difference in mean ROI t-value with versus without
sPR large vein suppression plotted against mean ROI t-value (r = -0.59, p < 0.01). These
results suggest that ROIs larger in size and higher in fSNR tend to have larger
contributions from large veins. 

Figure 4.11. Hemisphere laterality with and without large vein suppression. Positive
values indicate right hemisphere lateralization. Negative values indicate left hemisphere
lateralization. A) Size laterality measured as the ratio of hemispheric difference to
hemispheric sum of ROI size. Large vein suppression significantly reduces right
hemisphere size laterality in PPA (p <0.02, paired t-test) but not significantly in FFA (p =
0.08). B) fSNR laterality measured as the ratio of hemispheric difference to hemispheric
sum of mean ROI t-value. Large vein suppression significantly reduces right hemisphere
fSNR laterality in PPA (p < 0.05) but not significantly in FFA (p = 0.18). Error bars are
SEM across subjects. 
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4.6 Discussion

The results of our study challenge the assumption that gradient-echo BOLD fMRI

can be used to infer neural differences across cortical regions and across subjects.

Previous studies used this assumption to suggest that semantic representation is right

hemisphere lateralized and that semantic category areas are rare (for review see Reddy

and Kanwisher, 2006). Given the large vein bias demonstrated in this study, these well

known properties of semantic category representation must be reevaluated.  

Our results on the relationship between ROI size, fSNR and large vein

contributions provide important insight into the lateralization of semantic category

representation (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Downing et al.,

2006; Spiridon et al., 2006). Our finding that right PPA has more large vein contributions

than left PPA (Fig 4.9) suggests that the degree of right hemisphere laterality of PPA

reported in prior studies was biased by hemispheric differences in vein size. Calculation

of PPA laterality indices with large vein suppression reveals that PPA may actually be left

hemisphere lateralized (Fig 4.11). We also find that FFA is less right hemisphere

lateralized after large vein suppression. Together, these results suggest gradient-echo

BOLD fMRI should not be used to infer laterality of semantic representation without

accounting for hemispheric differences in vein size (Di Chiro, 1972; Durgun et al., 1993;

Ayanzen et al., 2000; Stoquart-ElSankari et al., 2009).

Furthermore, our results provide important insight into the rarity of semantic

category areas (Downing et al., 2006; Spiridon et al., 2006). As mentioned previously,
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studies of FFA often report subjects with no detectable left FFA. Our finding that left FFA

has no significant large vein contribution suggests that semantic category areas difficult

to detect, such as left FFA, may not reflect absence of neural representation. Instead,

difficulty or inability to detect certain ROIs using gradient-echo BOLD fMRI may reflect

a vascular bias away from those ROIs. This would not be surprising given recent

physiological evidence for the existence of left FFA. One study reported that over 90% of

visually responsive neurons responded selectively to faces in a face selective region in

the left hemisphere of a macaque monkey (Tsao et al., 2006). That study also reported

that face-selective neurons were equally numerous and equally face-selective in both

hemispheres. Another study (Tsao et al., 2008) showed strong bilateral face-selective

activity in 9 of 10 macaque monkeys using contrast-enhanced fMRI. Importantly, this

fMRI method does not depend on the gradient-echo BOLD contrast which is biased

toward large veins. Instead, it uses monocrystalline iron oxide nanoparticles (MION) to

enhance cerebral blood volume functional contrast which is more specific to the

microvasculature (Mandeville and Marota, 1999; Vanduffel et al., 2001). These results

suggest that the rarity of semantic category areas reported in previous studies may simply

reflect large vein bias toward specific ROIs.    

The results of this study emphasizes the fact that BOLD fMRI measures neural

activity only indirectly, through the cortical vasculature. Current understanding of cortical

vasculature organization with respect to underlying neurons is poor and there have been

few experimental studies on this subject (Gardner, 2010; Harel et al., 2010). Some studies

have shown that functional grouping of microvasculature is correlated with functional
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grouping of neurons in the rat barrel cortex (Woolsey et al., 1996; Berwick et al., 2008).

The relationship between the functional organization of microvasculature and neurons

has been further tightened by studies demonstrating the plasticity of cortical capillary

density across several weeks (Pichiule and LaManna, 2002; LaManna et al., 2004). Other

studies proposed that venous functional organization exists on a larger scale across

cortical columns (Gardner, 2010; Shmuel et al., 2010; Kriegeskorte et al., 2010; Op de

Beeck et al., 2010). These studies suggest that larger venules and veins receive drainage

from similarly tuned neurons across several cortical columns. This would allow low

resolution BOLD fMRI to resolve stimulus information represented at the sub-voxel scale

(e.g. stimulus orientation). 

The results of this study suggest that functional organization between venous

vasculature and neurons (referred to as venous functional organization) may exist, and

that is may vary considerably at the scale of cortical areas. Previous studies have reported

greater vascularization in primary visual cortex (V1) than in area V2 (Duvernoy et al.,

1981; Zheng et al., 1991; Logothetis and Wandell, 2004). However, to our knowledge this

is the first study that demonstrates vascular differences across semantic category areas.  

By using methods that take into account or remove the contributions from large

veins the problems of large vein bias are avoided. Such methods may reveal new

semantic category areas and allow for more complete functional characterization of

visual cortex. Fortunately, advances in fMRI methodology including the sPR method

presented here can provide robust and efficient suppression of BOLD activity from large

veins (Yacoub et al 2001, Duong et al 2003, Vanzetta et al 2004, Hulvershorn 2004). We
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expect that future studies using these methods at higher field and higher spatial resolution

will be important for improving our understanding of semantic category representation in

the human brain. 

Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented sPR as a novel, robust and unbiased method for

suppressing large vein contributions to BOLD activity. By measuring ROI size and fSNR

with and without large vein suppression we quantified the amount of large vein

contribution to semantic category areas FFA and PPA. We showed that larger ROIs higher

in fSNR tend to have more large vein contributions. These results support our hypothesis

that the apparent paucity and laterality of semantic category areas reflect bias in the

distribution of vein size toward specific ROIs. We are reminded that it is important to

account for the cortical vasculature when interpreting results of studies using gradient-

echo BOLD fMRI. 
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Appendices 

A.1 Susceptibility Weighted Venography Theory

For a vein modeled as a cylinder filled with venous blood whose radius is much

shorter than its length, intra and extra-vascular susceptibility magnetic field shifts, $Bintra

and $Bextra, can be written as (Ogawa et al., 1993):

!Bintra ! 2!"!#do!"1!Y !"Hct!Bo!"cos
2!"

1
3
! [A.1.1]

"Bextra ! 2!"!#do!"1!Y !"Hct!Bo!sin
2!"#a

r
!
2

!cos2! [A.1.2]

where %do = 0.18*10-6 is the susceptibility difference between deoxygenated and

oxygenated blood (Ogawa and Lee, 1990; Weisskoff and Kiihne, 1992), B0 is the applied

field strength, ! is the angle between the vein and B0, Y is the fractional oxygen

saturation of the blood, Hct is the fractional volume of red blood cells, a is the radius of

the vein, r is the distance away from the center of the vein in the vessel cross section and

! is the angle away from B0 in the vessel cross section.

In the presence of a magnetic field B, protons will precess at the Larmor

frequency # = B * !, where ! is the gyromagnetic ratio (for protons ! = 42.58*2*&

Mrads/Tesla). Fig A.1.1A shows the expected frequency shifts relative to the frequency

of gray matter in the transverse plane of a vein with Hct = 0.4, Y = 0.56, B0 = 4 Tesla and

a = 0.5 mm. Given that phase is the time integral of frequency, phase shifts due to static

magnetic field shifts can be written as: 

! phase !TE ! "   
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!!0
TE
!"#dt ! "!0

TE
!B!"!dt ! "#B!"!TE [A.1.3]

where TE is the time from the RF pulse to the collection of the center of k-space. Fig

A.1.1B shows the expected phase distribution given the TE that allows -& radians of

intravascular phase accrual for veins parallel to B0 (the standard TE for SWV;

Reichenbach and Haacke, 2001; Brainovich et al., 2008). 

Figure A.1.1 Frequency and phase spatial distributions in and around veins of various
orientations relative to B0. A) The expected frequency shifts relative to the frequency of
gray matter in the transverse plane of a vein. Frequency was calculated as f = #/(2&) = B
* !/(2&), given Hct = 0.4, Y = 0.56, B0 = 4 Tesla, %do = 0.18x10-6, and a = 0.5 mm. B) The
expected phase distribution given a TE that allows -& radians of intravascular phase
accrual for veins parallel to B0.

Due to the symmetry of the extravascular phase distribution, for veins much

smaller than a voxel, extravascular phase shifts sum to zero. Therefore, in SWV it is

standard to consider only intravascular phase for weighting magnitude intensities

(Reichenbach et al., 2000). From Eq [A.1.2] and Fig A.1.1B, we expect maximally

negative intravascular phase accrual from veins parallel to B0 and maximally positive
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intravascular phase accrual from veins perpendicular to B0. In the case when TE is set for

-& intravascular phase accrual for veins parallel to B0 (TE-pi = 28ms for B0 = 3 Tesla), we

expect a maximally positive intravascular phase accrual of &/2 in veins perpendicular to

B0. Adding the assumption that the orientation distribution of veins relative to B0 is

isotropic (i.e. a flat probability distribution for ! ), Fig 2.2A shows the expected

probability distribution of intravascular phase throughout the brain for TE = TE-pi.

A.2 T2* Magnitude Contrast Optimization – TEopt

Given that transverse magnetization decay can be modeled as exponential,

optimizing for contrast between two tissue types with equal initial magnetization but

different decay constants T2*a and T2*b requires solving the differential equation:

d
dt

!M xy !0!"e
!t !T2 a

*

!M xy!0 !"e
!t !T2b

*

!"0 . The solution to this equation is:

t ! TE opt ! ln !
T2b

*

T2a
* !"#

1
T2a

*!
1
T2b

* !
!1

[A.2.1]

Note this solution is only subtly different from the rule of thumb: TEopt = T2*a or

T2*b because the signal difference peak with respect to TE is very broad in the range of

T2*a and T2*b (Fig 2.1). Given the T2* values of gray matter and venous blood (Table

2.1), TE values for -& intravascular phase accrual (TE-pi) at all clinical field strengths are

less than their corresponding values required for optimal vein-gray matter magnitude

contrast (TEopt). Magnitude contrasts of TE-pi venograms are predicted to be ~5% less

than those of TEopt venograms at all standard field strength above 1.5T.
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A.3 Optimal weighting of magnitude and phase 

In this study, we are interested in combining the magnitude and phase components

of complex-valued fMRI to yield a single timecourse with optimal fSNR at the voxel

level. Assuming functional changes in magnitude and phase both come from the same

source (a large vein), we can model the z-scored magnitude and phase responses to a

single stimulus as: 

Sm ! "#$m [A.3.1]

and

S p ! r!"#p [A.3.2]

where 

!m ! " p , !m~ N !0,!m
2 ! , "p~ N !0,! p

2 ! ,

r ! sign "corr "Sm ,S p!! [A.3.3]

and 

! p
2!b!m

2 [A.3.4]

The magnitude and phase fSNR can then be expressed respectively as: 

fSNRm !
"2

!m
2 [A.3.5]

and

fSNR p !
"2

! p
2 . [A.3.6]

Because task-related phase changes are on the order of 0.1 radians (Menon, 2002; Lee et

al., 2007) we can linearly combine magnitude and phase. We define the optimal weighted
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combination of magnitude and phase as:

Sopt ! S m!r a* S p [A.3.7]

where

a *! argmax
a

! fSNRopt! [A.3.8]

and 

fSNRopt ! "#$a!"2

!m
2!" p

2 !
"1!a!2

1!ba2
fSNRm . [A.3.9]

To solve for a*, we first take the derivative of Eq [A.3.9] with respect to a:

! fSNRopt

! a
!
2!1!b a!"1!a!

"1!ba2!2
fSNRm . [A.3.10]

We then set this equation equal to zero and solve for a to find that:

a *! b!1 . [A.3.11]

By plugging Eq [A.3.11] into Eq [A.3.7], we find that:

fSNRopt ! "1#b!1" fSNRm [A.3.12]

which is greater than the magnitude fSNR for all values of b since b cannot be negative.

Note that when ! p
2 equals !m

2 (b = 1), combining magnitude and phase using Eq

[A.3.7] yields an fSNRopt twice as large as fSNRm. This increase in fSNR would be

equivalent to doubling the amount of data collected in the magnitude method of

measuring BOLD activity. 

Note, from Eq [A.3.4], b is simply the ratio of noise variances: ! p
2 over !m

2 .

However, b can also be equivalently expressed as the ratio of fSNRs:  fSNRp over  fSNRm

or Fp  over Fm as in Eq [3.1] of the main text.
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